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First Black Elected in City of Riverside

Clarke Wins How Sweet It Is
1n only the Second time in the

history of Riverside, a solid coalition
was successful in electing the
first Black American to serve as a
city official.
Jack Clarke, 71, became the
first in the history of Riverside
to win a council seat in the
Second Ward. He out distanced
his oppcnent bv over 14 percentaqe
points. The unofficial totals of the
22 percents in the Eastside area
were, Clarke 2,185, Bud Stone
1,653.

"56.8% of the vote is a mandate," said Maurice Roberson,
community activist. The joy was
overwhelming at the Prince Albert
home of Clarke.
Everyone, yes everyone was
on hand to congratulate Clarke,
including his opponent, Bud Stone.
As they shook hands, Stone
offered his support in any way
necessary. Additionally, outgoing
Councilman Ed Shepard, said "I am
truly happy about this election."
Shepard posed for pictures and

enjoyed the fellowship.
Clarke's campaign manager,
June Foreman, was estatic, "it is a
new day in Riverside, and Jack
is the best person for the job."
Some talked of senior citizen
power, others talked of coalitions
working to build a better canmunity.
Llfetime Riversiders were proud
that they now will have a voice
in city government.
As they spoke of having that
voice and of the coalition, they
reflected on how the last coalition in

1947 worked and John Sotello,
a Hispanic was elected in much
the same manner by many of the
same people. They also said they
know Clarke's term will be different
and he will be responsive to his
constituent's needs.
A proud family, Clarke's wife
and son were happy with the outcome, daughter Jenny resides in
Chicago, however she kept in
close communication by phone.
Keeping a watchful eye on
the results, Chuck Carter, wore

his good luck Jack Clarke Tee
Shirt; he played a crucial role
in the well organized and fairly
well financed campaign.
Riverside joins the ranks of
many cities across the United
States and now Blacks do have a
voice at City Hall.
He will be sworn in next
Tuesday at 9 :00 a .m. at City
Hall. He must give up his current
position as Trustee for the County
Board of Education. That position
will come up in the June 3, eloction.

Jack B. Clarke

We Salute Martin Luther King's First
National Holiday!!
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Issac Farris to Lead

Amanda Ambrose to Perform
March To The
Mountaintop Gains
.-------------,
Support
The first observance of Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s birthday will be
held January 18, 1986, with a
wide spread of multi-ethnic support.
Issac Farris, Trustee of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for
Non-Violent Social Change, will
lead the March to the Mountaintop. Farris, brother-in-law to the
late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and husband o! Christine King
state: "There can be no better
way to commemorate Dr. King,
Jr.'s birthday than marching to the
mountaintop, it touches the very
essence of Martin Luther King. Jr."
He also states that "this community
should be commended for just
thinking of the idea."
The program begins at 10AM,
with a re-dedication of the 11-foot,
bronze statue of Martin Luther
King, Jr. which is located at the
lawn of San Bernardino City Hall.
San Bernardino Mayor Evlyn Wilcox, Honorary Chairperson of the
March to the Mountaintop Com
mittee (M.T.T.M.C.), Dorothy
M.N. Mason, Chairperson and
Rev. Gertrude Whetzell will welcome Assembly Speaker Willie L.
Brown, Jr., who accepted an invitation to re-dedicate the statue
through Assemblyman Jerry Eaves
office, who has also been work-

Senator Diane Watson To Keynote
Salute To Black Educator's Dinner

Speaker Willie Brown
ing closely with the March to the
Mountaintop Committee.
Following the re-dedication
ceremony, there will be a symbolic
bus ride reflecting the Rosa Parks
incident to the starting point of the
march, which will be 2.5 miles
from the Glen Helen Regional Park.
Again, this bus ride is symbolic
and will not be intended to provide transportation for everyone to
the starting point of the march.
The march will begin approximately at 11AM. Those who want
to march are to drive to the 1-215
and Devore tum-off. Directions
Continued on page 6 ....

Sorority To Sponsor
Black Family
Conference
"Career
Change
Over,"
"Nutrition for Healthy Living,"
"Teenage Fathers," are a few of
the topics to be explored at the
Annual Black Family Conference,
Saturday, January 25,1986.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
wiR sponsor the one-day conference
titled; "The Black Family Nourishing Our Roots." The keynote
speaker Emmet Uttleton is president
of Marina Motovational Center,
has dedicated himself to helping
people reach their own unique
potential for happines and fullfillrnent. John L.Bowles, of John L.
Bowles Association will explore
financial plannning. Constance
Stevenson will speak on spiritual
growth: "l feel joy on the Inside."
Other workshop topic include:
Financial Planning, Spiritual Path.
Financing your child's education,
Child care centers/Leaming centers
Career Planning, The teenage
Father: Your responsibility to
prevent teenage pregnancy, Seniors
living at home, Teenage pregnancy,
and Nutrition for healthy living.

which, provides guidance for the
State Senator Robert Presley,
future of our community and
(D) Riverside has announced that
State Senator Diane Watson (D)
country.
Los Angeles, will be the keynote
The gala event will be held
speaker for the Salute to Educators
at the University of California,
Dinner, celebrating the 14th
Riverside, Dining Commons, from
Anniversary of the Black Voice
4:30 to 9:00 p.m., on January
25, 1986 at $25 per person. This
News, Riverside.
Watson is a former Trustee
includes a free one year sub·
scrlption to the "Voice."
on thP Loe; Anwles United School
District's Board of Education.
'
Honorary Chairs for the event
Also appearing and preforming
are retired Principal Robert
at the dinner will be internationally
Washington of San Bernardino
known, stage star and singer
and Dr. Lulamae
Clemons,
Amanda Ambrose. Ambrose has
retired, and first Black Adminmost recently completed several
istrator of Riverside. The Honorary
weeks performing in the famous
Dinner committee includes: ConRainbow Room, high atop the
gressmen George Brown and Al"
Rockefeller Center in New York
Mc Candless, State Senators
City.
Ruben Ayala and Robert Presley,
The Black Voice News, a
Assemblymen Jerry Eaves and
community newspaper is inviting
Steve Clute, Riverside Board of
teachers to send biographies for
Supervisors, Melba Dunlap, Norton
the Salute to Education to be
Younglove, Kay Ceniceros, Patricia
held, on January 25, 1986, the
Larson, and San Bernardino Board
Voice will celebrate its fourteenth
of Supervisors, Robert Hammock
anniversary with a tribute to the
and Barbara Riordan. It also
area's Black Educators. Special
includes: Mayors, Ab Brown
honorees will be Dr. Hazel Russell
(Riverside), Evlyn Wilcox (San
and Jean Grier from Riverside and
Bernardino), County SuperintenDorothy Inghram and J aunita
dents of Schools, Dr. Don Kenny
Jones from San Bernardino, all
(Riverside), Dr. Charles Terrell
retired from local school districts.
(San Bernardino), and SuperintenOur special honorees have
dents of Schools, Dr. Neal Roberts
been pioneers in the field of edu(San Bernardino), and George
cation. Dr. Hazel Russell was the
Lantz (Riverside). Also Trustees,
first teacher to serve modernly in
Jack Clarke (Riverside Co.),
Riverside and Jean Grier was the
I-lardy Brown (S.B.), Wilmer Carter
first Black teacher intergrated into
(Rialto), Lois Carson (S.B. Valley
the Riverside school system. In
College), Dr. Gerald Brown (Victor
San Bernardino, Miss. Dorothy
Valley), Joe Randall (Adelanto),
Inghram was the first Black SuperDr. C. Wesley Wright (Riverside),
intendent of Schools in the State
Sam Bryant (Jurupa), Arthur
of California. One of the first Black
Robinson (Moreno Valley), Sonya
teachers in San Bernardino City
Wilson, Daniel Strong (Lake
SchQOls was our next honoree
Elsinore), Esther Austin, Zelma
Jaunita Jones.
Russ, Oscar White (Val Verde),
Each teacher will be honored
Bill Ingram, Edith Rediford (Perris
and recognized for being positive
High), and Virniecia Jordon (Perris
role models and selecting the field
Elementary).
of Education as your profession

Mary Hobbs
Family Day Chair
Student's lunch and workshop,
$5.00; Sr. Citizen's lunch and
workshop, $5.00; General, lunch
and workshop, $10.00. Please
.present valid student l.D.
Make checks payable to:
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. mail
Pre-Registration
forms
with
remittance to: AKA Sorority,
C/O Denise Benton, P.O. Box
5f:fY.57, Riverside, CA 92517-0967.
BVN

Deadline Monday.
At9:00A.M.

Amanaa Ambrose

Diane Watson
Diane E. Watson, Democrat,
was first elected to the California
Senate in 1978. A native Californian, Senator Watson is a lifetime resident of the 30th Senatorial
District.
Ms. Watson earned her B.A.
degree from University of California,
Los Angeles , a M.S . degree from
California State University, Los
Angeles, and is presently completing a Ph.D. degree in Educational Administration at the
Claremont Graduate School,
Claremont, California.
Senator Watson began her
professional career in 1956 at the
Coeur D' Alene Avenue Elementary
School. After teaching successively
for several years , she became
Acting Principal at Selma Avenue
School, Assistant Supervisor
in Child Welfare and Attendance
and a School Psychologist.
A world traveler who has the
unique ability to relate to all people,
Ms. Wat$on has mastered several
different languages and speaks
them fluently. She taught gifted
children in Okinawa and France.
Returning to the United States,
Diane Watson became the Associate Professor of Education, Department of Guidance, California
State University, Los Angeles.
After serving as the Deputy
Director of the Secondary Schools
Allied Health Professions project,
a half-million dollar program at
UCLA, she received an appointment to the State Department of
EducatiJn as a Health Occupation

Specialist.
In 1975, Diane E. Watson
became the second Black woman
since 1943 to be elected to the
Los Angeles City Board of Education • receiving 80% of all
votes cast.
Her illustrious career as an
elected official continued to
accelerate as she took the oath
of office on December 4 ,1978,
to become the first Black female
Senator in the history of Cali·
fornia . She was the overwhelming
choice of the people of the 30th
Senatorial District, Los Angeles.
Ms.
Watson's
foremost
expertise is in the field of education • having successfully spear·
headed a drive to desegregate the
Los Angeles Unified School District.
She is Chairperson of the
Senate Health and Welfare
Committee, and a member of the
Senate Business and Professions,
Constitutuional
Amendments,
Education, and Natural Resources
and Wildlife Committees.
Senator Watson is a member
of numerous organizations which
include the NAACP, Urban League,
Blue Shield Board of Trustees,
United Teachers of Los Angeles,
national Education Association,
Friends of Golden State Minority
Foundation and a member of
Steven's House Board of Trustees,
UCLA, Governor's Task Force
on Civil Rights , and California
Emergency Care.
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Martin Luther King, Jr
Tribute to be Held

Rev Chester B. Tollette, Pastor
Rev Willie McDaniel, Asst. Pastor
Toni Jackson-Williams, Reporter
Amos Temple is very fortunate
to have 2 services available to its
members and we welcome all visi·
tors. The 8AM service Is especially
useful to those of you who might
want to worship prior to another
planned event. Please feel free to
join us.
Sunday morning was a beautiful day and both services projected
that feeling. The topic that Rev.
i ollette chose was "God As the
Refiner," and was taken from
Isaiah 1:25. Isaiah, the prophet
was born into an influential upper
class famtly and grew up in the
temple where his father and many
relatives were priests and his
future seemed bright. During this
time, Judah was a blessed and
prosperous country. Isaiah said,
"When King Uzziah died, I saw the
Lord." Pastor Tollette pointed out
that it seems as though when we
are blessed, we tend to fall away
from Goel. When things are work-

Loveland News
L. Kay Davis, Reporter
What a blessing 1985 has been
for Loveland. God has trutv blessed
us in so many ways as we look
back over the past year. We celebrated ourNtsion Ban'quet in January. - Wf!l obsfflled "Haran'l~s r
ftrst Day of Prayer and Fasting fo~
Africa. Then In April we had a
record attendance on Easter Sunday, requiring us to hold four
services.
May brought us the renowned
African Children's Choir. Members
delighted In the exchange of
cultures for one night by housing
the boys and girls, ages 6 to' 12.
The same month, Pastors Chuck
Singleton and Phillip Nelson met
with the Governor of Louisiana on
the African crisis.
The Florida Mass Choir bless·
ed our souls in August. The Love·
land hosted their first service.
Ushers hosted another great day.
And, "Friend Day-Twin Day" was
still another unusual blessing. We
Invited friends to spend the entire
day with us. It was refreshing to
dress In casual on that sizzling
Sunday. Our giving was a record
for August.
The 7th Annual God's Woman
Conference went national in Sep·
ternber. Held In Palm Springs, 600
1N0111en throughout California and
as far away as New York, North
Carolina, Texas and Illinois, embraced the theme, "Portraits of

Love."
· We were also blessed in
September by one of the greatest
choirs In the world, Loveland
Mass Choir with Its Mid-Nite Musi·
cal under the direction of Clarence
WIiiiams, Minister of Music. Before September '85 we had seven
Home Bible Studies. It multiplied
to 20 under the fine leadership of
Emile Allen, Cell Group Minister.
And then November came. It
certainly was glorifying and exciting
as we honored our dear pastor and
his lovely wife Charlyn for ten years
of outstanding leadership. Special
programs and tributes took place.
Speakers and other guest journeyed far and near to share the sig·
nlftcant events and included: Dr.
BUI Bright of Campus Crusade for
Christ International; Larry Carroll,
Anchorman and award-winning
spot news report of Channel 7;
Frank Wilson, former Motown
producer, now President of Fellow·
ship West and Executive Director
of BARAC; Eddie Waxer, head of
Miami World Sports; E.K. Bailey,
Founder and Pastor of Concord

~ - - - ~ - ~ ---~~--~
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Ministers Hold Installation

St. Paul AME Church

Amos Temple
C.M.E. Church

-

VOICENFWS

Religious News

Rev. William Jacks, Pastor
of St. Paul A.M.E. Church, 21st
and Herrington, San Bernardino
has announced, Rev. C.D. Tolliver,
Associate Pastor of Second A.M.E.
Church Los Angeles, will be the
morning speaker Sunday, January
19,1986, In a tribute to Dr. Martin
Luther King, jr.

~ -

Rev. Tolliver, a graduate of
Fisk
University,
Nashville,
Tennessee, will speak on the subject,
"The Man, The Message, The
Challenge," Tolliver now retired
from fulltime pastoring is additionally a former pastor of Second
A.M.E. Church.
The youth are In charge of the
11 a.m. worship service.

Rev. C. Simpson
• • • • New Praldent

ing well, we tend to say it's
OK now God, I can take care of
everything. He then went on to describe how precious metals and alloys are made. They are subjected
to extremely high temperatures
and after this process only the
finest of material is left. Many
times this is what happens to us as
Christians . God allows us to be
placed in "hot spots" to refine us
and bring only the choicest vessel
for him to use. God is In the
refining business.

Evangelism Classes Start
Wednesday, January 15 at 7PM
Plan to attend.
The District Missionary Workshop was held last Saturday at
Amos on West Washington in Los
Angeles. Amos Temple was represented by Mother 'Lillian Wells,
Mrs . Gerline Jones and Ms. Toni
Jackson-Williams. The theme was
"Turning Swords Into Plowshares."
Excellent presentations on 'Visions
of Peace' (ways of making our
nation and world a place of peace
and non-violence) and Leadership
training sktlls were given. The re·
sponse from all in attendance was
excellent.
Missionary Baptist Church, Dallas,
Texas and others ...
Our year concluded with our
focus on Jesus' Birthday. We gave
Him monetary gifts through offering
to Africa, equipment for our nursery and repairs for our roof.
Again, our choir was Superb as
ever, ~\.ling u'S a memorable gtft
of music•with its1!lnnu!¼H]hri'stmas
Vesper.
These were just some of the
highlights of 1985. We are
anxiously anticipating the challenges God has planned for us in
1986.

Islamic Dawah
Center
Of Riverside
By Iman Ron El-Amin
The following represents a series of
questions directed to Imam W. Deen
Muhammad (Muslim leader) by
Progressions Magazine. The answers
shed much needed light on critical
topics in todays news.
Question: And do you believe
that democracy and growth has been
stifled because the people looked to
you as the power at the top of the
organization? Do you feel that the
way to grow is to decentralize the
organization and give local Imams
more responsibility?
ANSWER: The old organizational structure of power, authority
and centralization in the Nation of
Islam was dismantled and removed to some extend when I first

Ministerial Alliance of San Ber·
nardino and vincity will hold their
Installation service Sunday, January 19,1986 at 7:00 p.m. at
Macedonia Church, 2042 State
street.
Rev. William Jacks, the outg:iing President will shift the leadership postoon to Rev. CA Simpson,
Pastor of Macedonia Church.
The speaker will be from San
Diego, California.
The new officers are: Rev.
Marvin Brown, Vice President,
Naomi Cammeron, Secretary,
Rev. Mack Reed, Treasurer, and
the Chaplin is Rev. Dr. F.D.
Haynes. BVN

On Sunday, Jan. 26, at 3pm,
St. John Missionary Baptist Church
2433 10th Street. will honor its
Associate Ministers.
The ministers to be honored

are Rev. Carl Wiggins , Rev. James
Holiday, Rev. Kelvin Brown and
Rev. Mark Mcferren. These young
men are helping Pastor Conway
James in the building of God's

Allen Chapel A.M.E.
Riverside

and Mr. Richard McCord. All of
these fine people are beautiful soloists. One does not seem to hear
the Choralier enough. Allen Chapel
was blessed to have ten persons
visit with us on last Sunday.
Mrs. Doris Batiste is the musician
for the Choraliers and she was also
one of the soloist on last Sunday.
The afternoon installation of
officers service was very inspiring
with the Rev. Charles Brooks from
Walker Temple AME Church of
Los
Angeles
bringing
the
message. The subject of his mess age was "Wanted, Two Legged
Donkeys," which was enjoyed by
all in attendance. His choir and
congregation accompanied him a ·
long with ~s. Brooks and their
daughter Valarie. We at Allen feel
very close to Rev. Brooks because
he lived In Riverside and was a
member of Allen before he became pastor of his first church.
Allen Chapel and Pastor Forbes
wish him great success. Have a
good week.

The Choraliers were in charge
of the music for last Sunday
morning service and the proces·
- sional began with Master Dimitri
Whitman singing "Magnify the
Lord." The Choraliers then march·
ed in singing the remaining portion
of the song which was just beauti·
fully done. They always sing with so
much feeling. The Call to Worship
was by Pastor Forbes, and the
morning congregational hymn was
"We Praise Thee, 0 God." The
morning prayer was by Rev Alvin
Hill. The scripture lesson was by
Brother Lindsay reading responsively with the audience from
Roman 8 :18-39. The abridged
Decalogue was by Pastor Forbes.
The soloist for last Sunday
were Mrs. Barbara Whitman, Mrs
Tenv Andrews , Mr. Ralph Beard,

by Ed Jenkins
I enjoyed the Gospel at
Colonus so much the first time,
I went to see It a second time and
it was a pleasure the second time
around.
Perhaps you would like to
know what's going on in gospel
music-dam.
On January 21, 1986, the
sensational Familyaires of Chicago
Ill, will be In San Bernardino at
the Macedonia Baptist Church,
2040 N. State street. The time is
7:30PM. A free will offering will
Kingdom and this program is just
a small token of appreciation for
their work.

Associate Ministers
Honored At St. John

Rev Joseph Forbes , Pastor
Rev J .C. Tyce Associate Pastor
Eddie F. Spears, Reportei:

Gospel X-pression

St. John Annual Usher's Day
St. John's Annual Usher's Day
nroor~m unll he held on Sunday,

became leader of this community
in 1975. And I continued to deemphasize that kind of interest, to
take away importance from that
kind of concern while I was in the
position of leadership.
When I made the statement
that I would no longer accept the
position of leader for the AfricanAmerican Muslim community, I
was only dramatizing what should
have already been accepted. I am
not responsible for the conduct or
decisions that have to be made
locally by the masajid (mosques)
Islamic centers, etc. Thus, it was
necessary for me to say that I no
longer expect to be cast In the role
as leader of the organization, and
that the American Muslim community if we are to bring In the
situation of democracy that we
desire. In my opinions, what hurts
Black people all over the e~h is
that they have too much dependency on individual persons and

Jan. 19, at 3pm. This is their 13th
Annual Usher's day and the theme
will be "Doorkeepers-Dedicated
To the Service of the Lord.
Everyone is invited to attend. BVN

Riverside Mortuary

Inc.

Serving all faiths

\

Pr1M1eed Arrangements
Social Security and ~ - - - - - - - - '
Veterans Information
Shipping Specialist
Cranatlon Service

Complete Funeral Services

Church or Chapel
$899.00
Graveside (714) 682-6433
2874 • 10th Street
$749.00
Riverside California
(714) 682-6437

16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 829-0777

JESUS IS LORD
Charla E. Singelton, Paetor
r > ,. , c!;, •~H,

God Loving People
Advancing the Cause of Freedom
Just A. 8emi&der: CAUSA is
sponsoring 2 day Freedom Seminars each Monday and Tuesday at
the Sportman's Lodge in Studio
City, CA. Registration begins at

be lifted.
February 14, 1986, a Valentine Day Gospel Concert will be
held at the Macedonia Baptist
Church, featuring the Mighty
Supreme Voices of Dallas, TX.
Special guests will be Eddie Wilson and the Mighty Kings of
Harmony.
Don't forget the Edwin Hawkins Music Workshop will be convening at the Kansas Ave S.D.A.
in Riverside on Feb. 19-21, at
7PM. We are anticipating 200
voices this year. For more info. on
the program, contact Sharon
Hosea at City Hall in Riverside at
787-7316.

~u

' ,lOAM and ~ $5 registration is
required. Lodging and meals are
provided by CAUSA. For more
information call (714)882-7231 or
(213)384-9094.

,,9,nn ,Ju<-., i,J_,.,.,1,·, ~ll.,
.vv n.r1 .. .. . .... . . . . .. ... . ... ..,.
rrajD•Ce)
-.
e b ra tion

., l,f,
11:00a.m.............. . .... . -~~raj Vlorshlp:t nl
7:30 p.m ..... . .... . .. . The Great Family Assembly

AMOS TEMPLE CME
271911 th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
DELMAN HEIGHTS
FOURSQUARE CHURCH
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
887-3013/887-2538
Dr. & Mrs. Jules A. Nelson

Morning Worship.......•... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. .•.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.....•... 11:00 a.m.

'wect~=:.~r.~~~-~~~~ ~~~~l:30

Sunday-8:00am Early Praise
9:30AM Sunday School
11:30AM Morning Worship
6:30PM Evangelistic Service
Tuesday-9AM-1:00 Fasting
and Prayer
Wednesday Night 7:30PM
Bible Study
Friday Night 7/.30PM
,,
Fellowship Service
!Voice in the Wilderness Broad·
cast, Saturday 4-5PM
Call for Prayer, Prayer Line
Open 887-3013/887-2538

<-~ius~r~

p.m.

;

l,.;;;...;...::ICi:i:S.:.;;..:c.l

Rev. C.B. Tollette, Pastor

St. Paul A.M.E. Church
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411
(714)887-1718

· Rev. Wllbam Jacks, Pastor

Sunday Worship Sen,ice-11:00am
Sunday School-9:30am
Vesper Servlce-7:30pm
Prayer-7:()()pm

Wednesday Bible Study•7 :()()pm

New Jerusalem Foursquare Church

·e

''Home of the New J's''
.

.

.

Come lift up Jesus with us and see why 1,500 people
attend and register during our weekly services
"Bible School for new members and ministers"
Pastora: Dr. & Slater Jerry Louder
New Jerusalem Foarsquare Ctiurc,i
6476 StrHttr Avt.
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 359-0208

God Loving People
Advancing the Cause of Freedom

Life Changing
Ministries

How is Materialism, Secular-humanism,
Atheisnc communism, creeping into our churches
and schools today? Come find out and hear the
CAUSA world ·.'!0 w.

"A nondenominational Bible

Jeaching Church"

1104 W. 8th Street
San Bernardino. CA.92411
(714) RRl-1205
Sunday Service 10:00 a.m. ~harp
Children's Service 10:00 a.m. Sham

____

._

"Jnua Christ can ·make a difference In p
--

------

---- - - -

Your Life" (2nd Corinthians 5:17) .,
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Queen of the Nile to be
Presented
Creative elegance, a joint venture of creative business services
and elegance, designer hats, will
present "Kawaida sensation," an
African show with fashions and
colorful entertainment in honor
of Martin Luther King's first
National Holiday.
The gala affair will be held
on Saturday, January 18, 1986
at the California theatre of performing arts, 562 West Fourth
Street in San Bernardino. The
show begins promptly at 8:00 P .M.
(Doors open at 7:00 P .M.)
Scheduled to appear is the
nationally known "Queens Of The
Nile," who have entertained such
notables as Aretha Franklin, Shirley

Melba Dunlap
Annouces Candidacy
For Re-Election
Melba Dunlap, Second Distn~t

Supervisor on the Riverside County
Board of Supervisors, has anhounced her intention to seek reelection, In the June 3,1986 elec- .
tion.
Dunlap outlined for Black Voice
News, the situation which existed
before her election in 1982 and
what she has done to rectify those .
five areas.
Dunlap has issued the follov.,ing
statement:
ln the campaign of 1982, l
set as my platform the 5 L's: 1
1) lack of leadership; 2) lack of
commWlication; 3) lack of commitment; 4) lack of concern; and
5) lack of good land-use planning
on the part of my predecessor.
I feel that I have conscientiously
and consistenly addressed these
five issues during the past three
years.
Let's take them one at a time:
1) Leadership: Through my
efforts, the necessary infrastructure
was built at the San Sevaine
Industrial Park which is now sold
out. Sales tax alone is expected
to reach $500,000 to $600,000
per year, providing jobs for more
than 1,000 people. An Enterprise
Zone in the northern county area
and southern San Bernardino
County is one of ten being con. sidered by the state and should be
selected soon.
The County Supervisors
Association of California has
adopted a water policy which
will be used in the wliting of a
new state-wide water bill. I have
been deeply involved In all aspects
of this issue as well as serving
as secretary-treasurer for the
Southern California Water Committee whose purpose is to educate
public and private sectors on the
!:\ture water needs of Southern
Cilifomicr.
•
In the
ht1child>- care, - • •
I have taken a strong leadership
role · not only to develop these
centers, but in developing criteria
for child care services when industnal sites are proposed.
Also, because of my strong
support, mobile home residents in

Congressman George E. Brqv.,,

Waters. This dramatic fashion
epic brings the rich and glorious
antiquity of Africa's ruling Queens
to life with a breath taking collection of royal attire, exquisite
gowns, magnificent headdress,
slippers of gold, and cosmetics
of Henna and Kohl. accompanied
by music and a lecture dramatically
narrated in the style of an ancient
African Griot. The production is
guaranteed to enlighten many
about the true nature of ancient
African Culture and the Queens
who helped shape its rich hlstorv.
Tickets are priced at $17.50
for preferred seating and $12.50
for general admission. For early
reservations call 884-1006.

Pat Roper To Speak
.

,,

"It's Up To You!" As a
community service, the Golden
Avenue Church of Religious
Science will hold an all-day seminar
"About Women," on Saturday,
January 18, 1986 starting at
8:30a.m.
Program speakers are Sally
Bowman, wliter reporter and former employment manager specializing in career planning and office
placements; Betty Ann Leasure,
certified color, make-up and wardrobe consultant; The Reverend
Elizabeth Claire, well known
speaker on women's awareness
and self-esteem and Barbara
Riordan, San Bernardino County's
only woman Supervisor. She presently serves on committees with
Redlands Community Hospital,
'San
Bernardino
Associated
Governments and United Way.
The featured speaker is Pat

Queens of the Nile Fashions ...

Melba Dunlap
the county are now protected from
unfair rental increases through an
ordinance which has become a
model In the state.
2) Communication:EstabUshed
an open door policy and havel
made a dedicated effort to return
more than 2,000 phone calls per
year; established advisory committees and meet frequently with
constituents. I have attempted
to attend personally, or through
a representative from my office,
every meeting or event to which
I have been asked.
cern: Every day and in every way
I, my office and staff are available
to everyone. I serve the public
on a full-time basis.
.5 ) Land-use Planning: Since
my eloction, proposed develq,ment
in the unincorporated areas of the
2nd District have been required
to meet consistent criteria to provide proper amenities for safety,
health and welfare of the area
residents. Traffic problems, particularly those in the Corona area,
~e being addres~~ ffV:~gh creative solutions and co-operation
a
• i.
with Cal-Trans.
It is my intention to continue
to serve the citizens of the 2nd
District and Riverside County in .
the same caring, enthusiastic and
q:,e11 manner for another four years.

Congressman
Brown Sponsors Art
Contest
Jr. (D-San Bernardino/ Riverside)
today announced an art competi. tion for high school students in the
36th Congressional District. The
winning entry will be displayed
this coming summer, along with
artwork from congressional districts across the country, in a
corridor of the U.S. Capitol in
Washington, D.C .
The competition, conducted
at no expense to the federal
government, is open to any high
school student in the 36th Congressional District. •Artwork must
be two-demensional and no larger

Chisholm, Tan Bradley, and Maxine

Subscribe Today

TO
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Hubbard's Cupboard
Opened ....
Dr. H. H. Hubbard

Wilmer Carter Elected
To Serve As V.P.
Wilmer.<;: rt~r ~ electe~ b~ . .
fellow Boar8 mem~ rs lo serve·as ~
vice-president of the Ri§lto' Unifiea· :
School Distrld·Boatdof1Educafion.•'- 1
Carter was first elected to the
Board in 1983.
She is currently employed as
office manager of Congressman
George Brown's Office and is also
entrepreneur/founder of Creative
Business Services, a public relations
firm.
A product of the San Bemardino City educational system,
began attending California State
University at San Bern~rdino
while she was employep in the
University's Educational Oppor·
tunity Program .Office. She graduated with a bachelor's degree in
English in 1972 and subsequently
earned her Master of Arts degree
in Educational Counseling. ·
From 1973 to 1978, Carter
worked in Congressman Brown's
office and returned to that position in 1982. S\)e applied for and
received federal funding from the
Department of Labor _jn 1978 to

Carter

than 30" by 30" unframed. Eligible
categories are paintings, drawings ,
collages, and prints. Entries must
be submitted to one of Brown's
district offices no later than 5:00
p.m. on April 18. The offices are
located at 657 North La Cadena
Drive in Colton; 3600 Lime Street,
Suite 116, in Riverside; and 337
North Vineyard, Suite 304, in
Ontario.
Last year's winning entry,
"Faces of Life" by Stacey Hansen
of Rialto, has been displayed since
May 1985 in the Cannon Tunnel
leading to the U.S. Capitol.

~
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Pat Roper ·
Roper, motivational speaker,
author, radio and TV personality.
She recently returned from a South
African seminar tour where she
was the only woman admitted for
lecture purposes.
The seminar will be held at
the Gourmet Restaurant, 2404
Golden Ave., San Bernardino. For
information call (714) 883-7171.

develop.,. a~d imp\ement a ~pilot
demonstration project esigned to
assist nfgh -school students with
transition from,high•school to,em, 1
ployment. Carter has also taught
English at San Bernardino Valley
Community College, and she served on the campaign · to elect
Mayor of Los Angeles, Tom Bradley to the governorship. She married Bill Jacock in 1984 and they
have three children, Melody Faithe,
Malaika and Jamala.
Commenting on her role on
the Board of Edµcation, Carter
stated; "One area in which I am
vitally interested is a major program
which closely involves parents and
schools working together. From my
observation, learning begins in the
home, and a cooperative venture
can only enhance and complement
our goals for children."
· Also el~cted to serve as
officers of the Board of Education
are John Kazalunas, President, and
Albert Keegan, Clerk. Other Board
members are William Jehue and
G. · Arthur · Willardsen. BVN

Riverside County
Library Automates
Riverside County residents
have access to 674,658 copies of
222,081 individual book and other
library material titles through the
automated system of the Riverside
City and County Public Library.
These titles include books, phonograph records, audiocassettes,
films, videocassettes, and musical
scores. Information about all the
items available is contained in the
database of the automated library
system which the City and the
County Library system has been
installing duling the last 18 months.
The automated system is now
operative at a majority of the larger
libraries including the Riverside
Central Library and the Arlington,
La Sierra, and March Branches in
the City of Riverside. · It is also
a~ailable at branch libraries in
Indio, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley, Norco, Rancho California,
Rubidoux, and Sun City. Library
staff at these branches have direct
access to computer terminals for
automated check out and check in
materials. The Palm Desert Llbrary

and the Casa Blanca Branch in
. Riverside are currently reregistering. borrowers, issuing new library
cards, and receiving training in preparation of going online. Desert
Hot Springs Branch will have a
terminal and telecommunications
equipment installed in November.
Cathedral City Branch will be
scheduled for installation and
training in the near future.
All branches have access to a
·mjcrofiche catalog produced from
the automated system which records the books and titles owned
by the Library system. All book
titles owned are available on request through any branch library
except for reference books and
rare materials. T he Riverside City
and County Library system operate the Central Library in Riverside, two bookmobiles and 26
branc,:hes stretching from Norco
and Rancho California in the
eastern County to Indio, Coachella , Mecca, and Lake Tamarisk
in the eastern part of the County.

Deadline Monday at
9:00 A.M.

•

Redlands Community Baptist Church
that you have been putting off.
Now that a new year is here,
Thank your husband, wife, son
lets try to be a little better than
or daughter for the daily chores
we were last year, some of the
you so often take for granted.
things we can do is to mend a
Visit someone in the hospital,
quan;el. Forget that o!d grudge
write a letter. ,Witness to someone I
you were ,holding and learn to
about Ghrist: Ask, them .to.invite .,.
love your neighbor as yourself.
Him to e11ter th~idivg~. , , 1 . ~
Hug your loved ones and tell them
These are small things but,
that you love them. Call an old
it's a start to becoming a new
friend or family member who has
and better you.
moved away. Smile instead of
HUBBARD'S CUPBOARD
frowning. Be nice to someone ·
CLOSED....
say a kind word. Pay a compliment
BVN
and really mean it. Do something

Kansas Avenue
Seventh-day Adventist
Church Presents...
AN EVENING WITH DR. SYD
January 18,1986 at 4:00 p.m.,
Kansas Avenue Seventh-day
Adventist church, 4491 Kansas
Avenue Riverside, California will
present Dr. Syd Barker's Russian
Traveloque featuring an illustrated
Slide Presentation of her most
recent State Department Tour of
U.S.S.R. be there to hear and see
the cultural aspects, Professional
Institutions,
Questions
and
Answers.

Deadlines Monday
At 9 a.m.

Living Water
C.O.G.I.C. Giving
Away Free Food,
January 17th

Living Water C.O.G.I.C.
1545 N. Mt. Vernon San Bernardino, California will be distributing cheese, honey, flour and
rice to low-Income families on
Friday January 17,1986 at approx- ·
imately 2 p.m. These are government commodities and will be given
out Free of Charge, on a first
come first serve basis.
There will be enough food on
hand to feed 800 families.
Everyone desiring food must
present an I.D. and live in the
92411 zip code area.
If you know anyone sick and
shut-in please contact Pastor
James Elder at (714) 381-4748 ·
before the distribution date in order
that they may be s.erved. BVN
J
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DORIS

No Appointment Necessary
CISCO

Hair
Sytlist

(Barber)
Stylist

RACHEL
Hair
Stylist

The Styling Team
of

The Family Affairs
Barber & Beauty
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Center
2876-288014th Street
Corner of 14th & Park Avenue
FORMERLY: Doris' Beauty Salon

If your hair Is not becoming to you, you should be coming to us!!!
Personalizing styling with the lndlv,ldual In mind. CALL TODAY: 683-3377
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VOICE NEWS

MILLER HIGH LIFE, Offi·
cial corporate sponsor of the
12th annual Bayou Classic,
donated $12,500 each to the
presidential scholarship funds
of Grambling State University
and Southern University. The
donations were made during
ceremonies after the annual pigskin rivalry in the Superdome.
Miller also presented a trophy to
the winning school, and a mostvaluable player award to a
member of each team. The
most-valuable-players
were
selected by the media represen·
tatives covering the game.
Miller also sponsors "The Big
Battle of the Bayou," which
matches the Grambling State
and Southern University marching bands against each other,
and a Greek stomp competi·
tion. "Miller's involvement with
the Bayou Classic has been very
successful," said James Parks,
manager of special markets for
Miller. "The scholarship dona·
tions will help students attend
these two1 renowned Black col·
leges. We are proud of our
relationship with Grambling and
Southern and hope the Bayou
Classic continues to grow in
stature and success."

at the New Image Group toy
giveaway in Compton. Thou·
sands of dollars worth of toys
were given to needy children
through the combined efforts

Coalition Presents
Seminar
exchange warm greetings before their teams meet in the
12th annual Ba you Classic in
the Superdome.

4

See:The Columbus Times, Columbus GA.
Bakersfield News Observer
L.A. Bay News Observer
Sacramento Observer
Arizona Informant
Las Vegas Sentinel Voice
Carolina Peacemaker, Greenboro, N.C.
Herald-Dispatch, Los Angles
Westside Gazette, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Kansas State Globe
The Reporter, Ohio
Voice & Viewpoint, San Diego
Sacramento Observer
Metro County Courier, Augusta, GA
The Chronicle, South Carolina
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nardino or Riverside, by Monday,
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ciate your generosity, Mr. Ober·
shaw. More Boy's Club buddies
like Chuck are needed!! Call
888-6751 to see how you can
help.

Articles are Welcomed; To
submit an article to the Voice,
send or take it to The Black
Voice News Office in San Ber-

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
SEAFOOD, PASTA,

Fli-~
•.! ' 1 1 1 , 9 1 ~

tltb

THANKS TO BOYS
buddy, Oluck Obershaw, for his
generous donation of a brand
new 1986 Toyota Longbed
truck. The Boys Clubs appre·

s1000 ~1"- co"a,,rn
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Getting Married?
See Us For
Invitations!

Epiphany
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Scholarship Benefit Show Cal-Poly University· Pomona
Sports Gymnasium

18

February 7, 1986
8 P.M. Friday
Fourth Tax Due

19

20

MartlnlutlltrKlng , Jr.
Blrlbday ObstMd

21

23

22

24

25
BLACK VOICE NEWS

RINGSIDE
$20.00

Tickets· 714/ 865-7446
GENERAL ADMISSION
$10.00
Visa-Mastercard (714) 622-4993

14th ANNIV ./

cr.y of Rl...-sldt Museum
Open " Bllcks ill Riverside

Richie Sandoval Headquarter s
Indian Hills Mall
Pomona. California

Educators Banquet
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Club New sletters
... QUICK!

30

31
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6-10 P.M. / FW11 ffltr11I
P111nlere - Bollby Bonds Park

•

of the Kashif for Kids Founda·
tion and the Adolph Coors
Company.
BVN

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE A PAPER
FROM HOME?
BLACK VOICE NEWS Has Black
Newspapers from your hometown!

The Coalition for Ethnic Harmony will present a seminar, Equal
Opportunity in Employment, on
Saturday, March 15, 1986, at the
University of California, Riverside
from 9AM to 3PM in the Commons
Lounge. The registration fee is
$5 and will include lunch.
There will be a panel of local
employers present for a question
and answer period, and also a distinguished Keynote Speaker.
For further information, call
Gil Lopez 781 -2079 or 784-1624,
or Rose Oliver at the YWCA
688-5531.
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THE SPIRIT OF GIVING He didn't have a long white
beard and he wasn't wearing
a red suit, but Arista recording
artist Kashif was indeed Santa

GRAMBLING STATE HEAD
football coach Eddie Robinson
(right) and Southern Univer·
sity mentor Otis Washington

•

~
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Moreno Valley
News~ ..
Charles Ledbetter

Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther
King: I sat in the car last Saturday at one of our recreation parks
in Moreno Valley, and witnessed
one of Dr. King's dreams in action.
. Dr. King's dream was, as he spoke
from the Washington Monument,
that all children, regardless of national origin have an opportunity
to play together. (I was watching
my grand daughter Terry play soccer.) Dr. King's dream was that we
come together at the table of brotherhood and live in peace. Dr. King
was a fact, a truism long overdue.
He wanted everybody to enjoy the ·
fruits of freedom.
Martin Luther King was "up
front." I personally discount all the
lies and attempts to discredit his
name. He was a fact, very much alive and calm, even to those who
have never seem him in the flesh,
he was a living force with a tantalizing personality that stirred the
emotions of good people, while
evil people were hiding their faces .
Dr. King's message to all
young people and old was, "You are
as good as anyone." Martin L.
King passed on to us, Blacks,
Browns, Whites, Reds and Yellow
ethnic groups, these words of wlsdom; when · evil men plot, good
men must plan. When evil men
burn and born, good men must
build and bind. When evil men
shout ugly-wor~ ofi ,baµ-ed, gqq<;l
men must commit themselves to
_the glories oflove. When evil men
would seek to perpetuate an unjust
status quo, good men must seek
to bring Into being a real order of
justice. Ref. {I Have a Dream.
The Story of MLK in Te~t and

Pictures-Time, Life Books.)
Dr. King also said, "We are
tied together. The Negro needs the
White man to free him of fear,
and the White man needs the
Negro to free him of guilt."
We human beings, between
the twilight of birth and the dawn
of death, live out our <:lays and
nights surrounded by unfinished
symphonies, many unfilled dreams.
Young and old alike, rich and poor,
people of all backgrounds are
needed so that as Dr. King put it,
"we can make of this old world, a
new world."
,
We are trying at Perris Valley
Junior High, In fact, the entire
school district. We hope to help
our young people become more aware of "Man's duty to man." On
Jan. 17, English/Reading, Social
Studies, Special Education and
Resource Teachers will discuss
Martin Luther Kingrs accomplish·
ments and the freedom movement
in America during the 1960's. I
will present a short tribute to Dr.
King in the morning and Mr. Walter Otto, principal has directed
that the day be recognized as
"Martin Luther King Activity Day."
Discussion questions will be:
1. What contributions did Martin
Luther King make to America?
. 2. How did the "Freedom Movement" effect schools throughout
America?
3: What specific changes have
occurred in California Schools as a
result of this movement?
4 . What forms of discrimination
still exist in schools and communities throughout America?
5. What solutions are appropriate
to solve discrimination in schools
and communities?
6. What problems still face Perris
Valley Junior High School in the
I

Jerry Herndon, Director

Boys Club Thanks The
Community

ar;eq of d\spimination and how

can we solve these problems? ·
7 . What do you feel will best help
you understand people of other
ethnic and cultural backgrounds?
8. What are you going to do (yourself) to better understand your
fellowclassmates?

Contract Awarded To
Senior Group
The California State Department of Aging has awarded a contract to Health Choice, Inc. to
provide Medicare and insurance
counseling and assistance to
senior citizens. The program is called MICA.
The service is provided by
Health Choice staff who will be
available to give group present~-

C

tions, individual counseling and
claims assistance and insurance
policy review. The staff is extended
by trained volunteers from senior
centers and community agencies .
If you know a senior who can
benefit from MICA or would like
more information, please call
Francis Holland at 887-9842 or
Kathryn Robinson at 887-2579.

The Boys Clubs of San Bernardino would like to thank those
of you throughout the Inland
Empire who helped make 1985
such a tremendous success. Thousands of boys and girls participated in a wide range of Boys
Club activities including dance,
modeling, basketball, softball,
baseball, day camp, gymnastics,
camping trips, a whale watching
cruise, car washes, carnivals, computer camp, pen pals, aquatics,
breakdancing, and a host of others.
The 1985 success story
began in January when the Boys
Club of San Bernardino received
the Mahlon Vail Award honoring
the most improved Boys Club in
the country for 1984. This award
is presented annually by the National Boys Club of America Or~tion. In late January and February, the Boys Club played host
for the Martin Luther King breakfast, olympic boxer Paul Gonzales
and entered an award winning
float and Pacesetter:; Drill T earn
in the annual Black History Parade.
A full year-round day camp
program was implemented in 1985 ·
offering after-school camp and
holiday and summer day camp for
kids 7 to 14 years.
Camping trips were among
the year's highlights. The children
traveled to the Boys Club of
Hollywood camp at Running
Springs, Camp Tatapochon, and
Camp Conrad both in Angeles
Oaks, California as well as local
overnight and weekender camp
outs. Over 150 community and
Boys Club kids participated in a
Disneyland and Magic Mountain

field trip.
The Boys Club was proud
to be able to present over 200
awards to Boys Club program
participants, athletes and stand
outs in the community service.
Perhaps the biggest achievement of 1985 was the Grand
Opening of the Boys Club of
San Bernardino located in the
Muscoy community. On July 1 ,
1985, the Boys Club opened at
2450 Blake Street in Muscoy.
Support and enthusiam for this
new club has been substantial
and the Boys Club would like to
thank the Muscoy community for
a warm welcome.
The Boys Club location at
1180 West Ninth Street is taking
on a new look for the new year
of 1986. Thanks to the financial
support of the City and County
of San Bernardino, the Boys Club
is expanding its services to include
a brand new racquetball complex,
canplete with sauna, jacuzzi, men's
and ladies showers and a lounge
area.
To all community members,
the Boys Clubs would like to say
that we greatly appreciate your
invaluable contribution to the Boys
Club effort be it volunteer work,
donations, financial assistance or
other forms of support. The Boys
Club needs help from more of
its community members in 1986
to provide youngsters with a place
to go and way to grow.

Paul Quaschnick, president of
the Rotary Club of Moreno
Valley, presented the club
banner to their morning speaker,
last week, Cheryl Brown, co·
publisher of the Black Voice.
Newspaper. Brown spoke of the
growth of the City of Moreno
Valley and how that growth
will benefit, businessperson and
the community and of the opportunit the businesses had to

Myzz Edyee's Soul
,. ,.""""~ , - Food Diner
•1:
Visit the Art Gallery

4104 Park Avenue and 11th
Riverside, CA.

Banquet & Meeting Room
Available

(714) 369-3467
BestSoulFoodinthe
Inland Empire

Call 888-6751 to find out
how you can help make 1986
a success for thousands of disadvantaged boys and girls.

Free lee Tea or Lemonade (with this ad)

Open Tues-Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

Hayes & Parker Wed
A wedding recptlon was held
December 21, 1985 in honor of
the marriage of Lori Lynn Hayes
and Kenneth Eugene Parker. Lori
is a graduate of Eisenhower High

L.(4SEA1..L
I, Me OE lS

Special!

Lunch & Dinner
Entree $2.99

in Rialto.
The event was held at Bing's
Cathy's Inn.
The bride's mother is Jeanette
Morris.

(except for chitterlings & ribs)

Caters to Diet Restriction & Vegetarians
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE
(parking)
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Annual drill team competition is
set for immediately following the
Fashion{falent show. Come out
and cheer for your favorite
participants .

Closed Sunday & Monday

"'AKfS

Ebony C!u.it !Bw.u.ty c:$af.on

Talent show participants can
win cash and prizes. Register now!
This may be your only chance to
show off your talent in front of
celebrity guest and other VIP's.
Whether it is singing, dancing,
acting, impersonations or something really off the wall, the Boys
Club wants you to enter. CAIi
888-6751 to register now! Talk to
Sherrie Balady or Phyllis Josjord .
Don't delay. Entries are due by
Friday, January 24th at 5PM.

Trophies and Cash Prizes
can be yours! The Boys Clubs of
San Bernardino, Inc., in conjunction
with the Black History Parade
com~ittee, will sponsor the First
Annual Boys Club Black History
Parade Fashion and Talent Show.
Boys Club models, under the direction of coordinator Lori Cole, will
model current fashions from local
clothing stores. The show is to be
held immediately following the
1986 Black History Parade, Approximately 2PM, on Feb. 1st in
the old Don's Drug Store building,
1655 Mt. Vernon Ave. north of
16th Street. There will be lots of
fun and games for kids and grownups in the parking lot.

'~
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1st Annual Boys Club
Black History Events

~mm• alt11 Bulaeu lllrectorr,

686 - 1290

a motor vehicle rental and sal
business who advertises in th
Voice. Goodman says, "60 .
of all Blacks come to his esta-j
blishment read about him
"The Voice." (Back) is program1
director, Allen Hoglund. bvn

T. l. WOODS (LENNY I
Pres,ctent 6 General Manager

jamuel 3J. JlNncon, 3Jr.

,,*

Certified Public Accountant
Crocker Bank Bu ild ing
4075 M ain Street. Ste. 220
Rivers ide. CA 9 2501
(714) 684-4444
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Lloyd G. White,·M.D.

Ask For

~

t1ttr1tie

Mon, Tu• I Sat 1H
Wed. Cloeed Ttlu,.,••rt. 1-8 p.m.
After Hou,. call: (714) 875-IUO

9o't.h.£H

Cati (714) ll&-7407

{)f di-ah

Barber StylinQ

304 So. "0" Street

len 8emardlno, CA 12404

P6rris. CA 92370
INDUSTRIAL ·

Len's Maintenance Service
General Cleaning • Floor W axing • Carpet Cleaning
Expert Service • Reasonable Rates

Bus. 943-3700

Home 657-8532

Bob Jones & Sons
First Call Removal
Service
For Mortuarys

BONDED • INSURED • LICENSED

3373 Lime Street, Riverside, CA 92502
Phonel7141884•9221

·-

8'MIIIM1N11tUIIJIIIIIC..,.

5£:RVICIE

619/325-2679
714/369-1554
P.O. F.lox 196
3639 University Ave. Sre. 207
'.aim Sprir.gs, Calif. 92263
Riverside, Calif.

HOMES
4X4

•

T R UCK S

•

'a

C ARS

Bill's USED CARS

-·

=

RENT-N-GO

!532e MISSION BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 9 2!109

AUTO RENTALS

V.V.A.S.

WII.LIAM O . DRAKE. OwNI<"

~
fl)
fl)
~
fl)

*

MOTO R
VAN S

See 8111 for a Real Deal

fl)

1481 N. WNmtan Ave.

Accaflll &-llw, J11l1 M. MCl(lllly .

~
fl)
~

C

..,... ,oe

COMMERCIAL

= °'

SAL.ES 6

~

Ear, Nose and Throat
Surpry and Medicine
OFFICE HOUQ

CARa YOU CAN DIEPIEND ON

JEFFREY M. GOODMAN

683-.52.50

2838 ALESSANDR O 81..v o .
FllV E RS IOE. CA 9 250 8

GEN. MANAGER

714 653-023 3

CAMERON FISH a PONDS
LANDSCAPING
C~stom Ko, Ponds & Tan k Co nst
Sall Water Tank Set Up
Fountain s. Waterfalls
Water 1.,lies. Hyacinths. Plants
F,sh and Supplies

I

A __

n/f\

PH
_o_T_o_o_
R_•_P...,_v
_

SAM .JAMES

.._o_R_ E_v _
"R
_ v_ o_c_c_• _•_
•o_N

6 82 - 9550
RIVER S I OIE •. C A .

M Cameron

(714) 7ts7-0445
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Legal Notices
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STAT~MENT
The lollowlng parson(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SURECLEAN BUILDING
MAINTENANCE
254 7 Yan Buren
Riverside, CA. 92503
Gary Lea Brown
2547 Yan Buren
Riverside, CA. 92503
Jeffery Allen Brown
11235 Royal Palm
Riverside, CA. 92505
This business is conducted by
a general partnership.
/S/ Gary Brown
/S/ Jeffery Allen Brown
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside County on:
December 18, 1985
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6577
/r/ 1£·L0&1-?Q1fi,1986
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GOLDEN RULE REALTY
5009 Golden Ave.
Riverside, CA. 91505
Maria Isabel Arteaga
5009 Golden Ave.
Riverside, CA. 92505
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Marla Isabel Arteaga
Statement tiled with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 19,1985
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on Ille in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6607
/P/12-26 & 1-2,9,16, 1986

l

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ELECTRO SERVICES
779 So. Clifford Av.
Rialto, CA. 92376
Jacques Roy
779 So. Clifford Ave.
Rialto, CA. 92376
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Jacques Roy
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 2,1985.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6279
/P/ 12-5,12, 19,26,1985

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT
OF
USED
OF
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following person has
abandoned the used of the fictitious business name:
INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE
NETWORK, RIDGEWAY COMPANY,
REALTORS at 3784 Arlington Ave.,
Riverside, CA. 92506.
The fictitious business name
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 11-24-82.
RRCH REALTY CORPORATION (Ca.)
3784 A_
rlington Ava.,
Riverside, CA. 92506
This business was conducted
by a corporation.
/S/ Gail D. Roberts, Pres .
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Rive·rside
County on:
December 27,1985
William E. Conerly, Clerk
File No. 77-3531
/P/ 1-2,9,16 & 23,1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE MARYOTT PARTNERSHIP
149 N. Maple Street
Corona, Ca. 91720
Gold Crown Development Company
149 N. Maple Street
Corona, CA. 9172D
Brattain Homes, Inc.
149 N. Maple Streat
Corona, CA. 91720
Edwin E. Bra~in
149 N. Maple Street
Corona, CA. 91720
This business is conducted by
a limited partnership.
/$/Edwin E. Brattain, Pres.
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 18,1986
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original ·
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6563
/P/ 1-2,9,16, & 23,1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(sl is (are)
doing business as:
CHINA SILKS Ill
8536 Basswood Ave.
Riverside, CA. 92504
Judith Gollnick
8536 Basswood
Riverside, CA. 92504
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Judith Gollnick
Statement lieled with the County
Clark of Riverside County on:
December 19, 1985.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a Correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File no. 85-6593
/P/ 1-2,9,16, & 23,1986

l
\

rlCTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
B & C CUSTOM ACCESORIES
24705 Delphinium Ave.
Sunnymead, CA. 92388
William Robert Larkin
24705 Delphinium Ave.
Sunnymead, CA. 92388
Cheryl Ann Larkin
24705 Delphinium Ave.
Sunnymead, CA.92388
This business Is conducted by
husband and wile.
/S/ William R. Larkin
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 3,1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6310
/P/ 12-5, 12,19,26, 1985.

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE WEDDING SERVICE &
NOVELTY SHOP
5790 Willard Way
Riverside, CA. 92504
Kenneth Bryson Davis
5790 WIiiard Way
Riverside, CA. 92504
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Kannth B. Davis
State filed with the County Clerk
of Riverside County on:
December 4, 1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a corect copy ot the original
statement on file In my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6311
/P/ 12-5, 12, 19,26, 1985

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RIDGEWAY COMPANY, REALTORS
3784 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA. 92506
R.R.C.H. Realty Corp.
(A California Corp.)
3784 Arlington Ave.,
Riverside, CA. 92506
This business is conducted by
a corporation.
/S/ Gail Dexter Roberts , Pres.
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December27,1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6678
/P/ 1-2,9,16,&23,1986

-

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s)ls(are)
doing business as:
J & S JANITORIAL SERVICE
1397 Ivy Circle
Corona, CA 91719
Norman W. Johnson
1397 Ivy Circle
Corona CA 91719
Jo Ellan Snyder
1397 Ivy Circle
Corona, CA 91719
This business is conducted by
family business.
IS/Norman W. Johnson
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
January 8, 1986
I hereby certify that this· copy
is a correct copy of the origfnal
statement on Ille in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No . 86-0156
/P/1 -9,16,23.30 . 1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s)is(ara)
doing business as:
BIG SPRINGS SCHOOL RICHARDS
EDUCATIONAL THERAPY CENTER
190 E. Big Springs Road
Riverside, CA 92507
Regina G. Richards
42D2 Swain Court
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
an individual
IS / Regina G. Richards
Statement filed with the County
. Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 9, 1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a corract copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6391
/P/1 -2.9.16,23,1986
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following penon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ASH COUNSULTING SERVICES
8763 Holly Lane
Riverside, CA. 92503
Anne O. Shortridge
8763 Holly Lane
Riverside, CA. 92503
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Anne 0. Shortridge
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 9,1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of Iha original
statement on Ille In my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-640'
/P/ 12-19,26 & 1-2,9, 1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
STATEMENT
The following person(s)is(are)
The following parson(s) is (are)
doing business as:
doing business as:
ALL BRAND'S
U.S. WEST AUTO BROKERS
4277 Main St
11731 Starling Ave Bldg 5-Unit A
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside, CA 92503
Slanley Craig Post
This business is conu,uctea Dy
8942 Watson Place
an Individual.
Santee, CA 92071
/S/ Bruce Lester Anderson
This business Is conducted by: · Statement filed with the County
an individual.
Clerk of R·iversida County on:
/S/ S.C. Post
January 8, 1986
Statement filed with the County I hereby certify that this copy
Clerk of Riverside County on
is a correct copy of the original
January 7, 1986
statement on file in my office.
I hereby certify that this copy William E. Conerly, County Clerk
Is a correct copy of the original File No. 86-0157
statement on file in my office.
/P/1-9, 16,23,30, 1986
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
FIie No. 86-0130
FICITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
/P/1-9,16,23,3D, 1986
STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
doing business as:
~TATEMENT
CUSTOM DATA SYSTEMS
The following person(s)is(are)
3235 Lemon Street
doing business as:
Riverside, CA. 92501
DELTA MORTGAGE
Steve I Wanamaker
2243 University Avenue
3235 Lemon Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA. 925D1
W. Don Fuller Ill
PaulJ. Wanamaker
24348 Dunleve Ct.
3235 Lemon Street
Sunnymead, CA 92388
Riverside, CA. 92501
This business is conducted by This business Is conducted ~Y
an individual.
a general partnership.
/S/W. Don Fuller Ill
/S/ Paul J. Wanamaker
Statement IHed with the county Statement filed with the County
clerk of Riverside County on:
Clerk of Riverside County on:
January 2, 1986
January 14,1986
I hereby certify that this copy is
I hereby certify that this copy
a correct copy of the original is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office. statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk WIiiiam E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 86-0026
File ND. 86-0308
/P/1-9, 16,23,30, 1986
/P/ 1-16,23,30 & 2-6, 1986.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MOVIES ON WHEELS
6225 Tyler No. 106
Riverside, cA. 92503
Jim Kunst
21652 Cottonwood Ave.
Edgemont, CA. 92508
Mary Kunst
21652 Cottonwood Ave.
Edgemont, CA. 92508
This business is conducted by
husband and wile.
/S/ Jim Kunst
Statement flied with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
November 21 , 1985
I hereby certHy that this copy
11 a correct copy ot the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6161
/P/ 12-5,12,19,26, 1985
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s)is(are)
doing business as:
CONFIDENTIAL TAX SERVICES
Roule HC-2, Box 315
Anza, CA 923D6
GOLDEN WEST RECREATION, INC
Route HC-2, Box 315
Anza, CA 92306
This business is conducted by
a corporation.
IS/Denver T. Johnstone
Statement filed with the county
clerk of Riverside County on:
January 6, 1986
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 86-0101
/P/1-9, 16,23,30,1986
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following parson(s)is(are)
doing business as :
A.J. ENTERPRISES COMPU-KEYS SECRETARIAL &
BOOKKEEPING AGENCY
1064 Le Conte Drive
Riverside, CA 92507
Antoinette Jackson-Williams
106°4 La Conte Drive
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
an individual
IS/Antoinette J. Williams
Statement filed with the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
December 27, 1985
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 85-6677
/P/1-2,9,16,23 1986.
FICTITIOU_S, BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s,is(are)
doing business as:
R PLEASURE II
4385 Beechwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
Pamela Anne Rude
'385 Beechwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
Carolyn (NMI) Paine
2241 Grace St
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
a general partnership.
IS/Carolyn Paine
IS/Pamela A. Rude
Statement filed with the county
clerk of Riverside County on:
January 6, 1986
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County Clark
FIie No. 86-0100
/P/1-9, 16,23,3D, 1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The IOllowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
ITEX SAN BERNARDINO
1894 Commerce Center
West Suite 106
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Kavin R. Gallagher
24600 Albrun Drive So.
Crestline, CA 92325
Annetta Gallagher
24600 Albrun Drive So.
Crestline, CA 92325
This business Is · conducted by
husband and wHe.
/S/ Kevin R. Gallagher
Statement filed with Iha County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
January 14, 1986
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WUliam E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 86-0307
/P/1-16,23,30
&
2-6,1986
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s)is(are)
doing business as:
. NATIONAL MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
5005 Tulsa Avenue
Riverside, CA 925D7
Angelita Torres-Lazo ·
5D05 Tulsa Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
an Individual. /S/ Angelita T. Lazo
Statement filed with the county
clerk of Riverside County on:
January 6, 1986
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County Clerk
File No. 86-0023
/P/1-9, 16,23,30, 1986

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
TIie following persen(a) Is (are)
doing business 11:
. ALLBRIGHT WINDOW SERVICE
3725 Cranford No. 20
Riverside, CA. 92507
Marc Angelo Lucero
3725 Cranford No. 20
Riverside, CA. 92507
The registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or names
listed above on 1-10-86.
The registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 1-10-86.
This business is conducted by
an individual.
/S/ Marc Angelo Lucero
Statement filed with .the County
Clerk of Riverside County on:
Jan 10,1986
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement of lUe In my office.
William E. Conerly, County Clerk
Fila No. 86-0189
/P/1-16,23,30 & 2-6,1986

Our Legals and
Classifieds are Read!
If you want to sell
an item, Call Hazel
or
at
889-0506
682-6070/6111.
Low cost classifieds for individuals
selling items.
If you want Quality
Applicants for Help
Wanted Positionsl Try
Us!!
If you want a Job
Try Our Personals.

HELP WANTED

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE PRIVATE
INDUSTRY PUBLIC NOTICE

Government Jobs
$16 ,040-$59 ,230/yr
Now Hiring. Call
1-805-687-6000
Ext. R-4659 for current
Federal List

The County of Riverside
Private Industry Council will
open the thirty day public comment
period on the Jeb Training Plan
on February 19, 1986. Thi Private
Industry Council will hold a public
hearing on lhe Job Training Plan
on February 19.1986 at 3:00 p.m.
In the second floor conference
room of the Job Training Partnership Department Office located
II 3738 Sixth Street, Riverside,
CA. 91501.
Coples of the Job Training Plan,
which Is required by the Job TrainIng Partnership Act, may be reviewed 11 the Job Training Partnership Department offices in
Riv1nlde and Indio. Copies will
be available beginning February
17,1986
Written comments regarding the
JDb Training Plan must received
no later than 5:00 p.m. DI March
18, 1986 at the address shown
below to be Included wlfh the
JDb Training Plan when If Is
submitted to the Private Industry
Council and Board of Supervisors for approval. All wrlften
comments wll be responded to
In wrlflng. Comments should be
sent to the followlng address:

/P/ 1-2 to 2-27 ,1986
Aerospace Mechanic
Wanted
Immediate opening
for
an
Aerospace
Ground
Equipment
Mechanic. 2 yrs general
experience & 1 year
specialized experience
required.
Must be high school
grad or equivalent and
have own hand tools.
Salary is $12.07 per
hr. plus benefit pkg.
Qualified female appli·
cants are encouraged. ·
Send resume to:
Smith Engineering and
Contract Service Inc.
P.O. Box577
Edwards, CA 93523
Smith Enroneerinq is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
TEACHING
POSITIONS

County of Riverside
JDb Training Partnership Dept.
Attn: Ma. Kathy Fortner
P.O. Box553
Riverside, CA. 92502-0553

Provisional educa·
tional services, Inc.,
1686 W. 19th Street,
San Bernardino, is cur·
rently accepting appli·
cations from certificated
teachers for positions
at
the
Provisional
Accelerated Learning
(PAL) Center.
Salary: $2,000 mo.
through June 30.
Call 887-7002, 12-7 p.m.

(Dancers Wanted)
For
Fashion Show and
Bettye Anne Stacey
8310 Baxter Way
musical to be held Feb.
Riverside, CA 92504
18, 1986 at March AFB,
Riverside, in celebration
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
of
Brotherhood Month.
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
IRONING DONE
All persons interested in
Case No. 175386
WILL PICK-UP
Order To Show Cause Re Change
dance are encouraged
01 Name (1277 C.C.P.)
to call for audition date.
AND DELIVER
Qualifications are as
Petitioner, Bettye Anne stacey,
follows:
Call on Saturdays
has filed a petition with the Clerk
1. Must be in good
of this court for an order changing·
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
D. BATISTE&
applicant's name from Christopher
physical shape.
San Bernardino/
ASSOCIATES
David Stacey to Christoper David
2. Must be 14 years of
Riverside
Areas
Saunders.
Automated Office
age or older.
(714) 788-5901
Training
and Career
3. Must be able to make
Ask for Ann Pankey
IT IS ORDERED that an persons
Development.
all rehearsals and be
Interested in the above-entitled
Offering secretarial &
matter appear before this court
on time.
on 2-26-86 at 8:30 a.m. In
4. Must have parents computerized services.
Department Law & Motion, located
approval if under 18 , :.,_ __ .J.:. bf'f
at 41150 Main Stree\. ..R~NS.ldl
LUw c\n;t
lee '"'-''i"·••--.
. .years of age.
·
.m
CA., 92501 and show CIUII, if
. Call 924-1396 for - ia~tl~:..'Ja~ n. Services
any, why the petition for change
II •
.
N
nc uae:
of name should not be granted.
tirne of a uditio
n. o preWeekly/Month1y support
.
LEGALLY you must file vious or formal train1hg Resume, Tenn papers,
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a
all Reports an d etc. and
a
Fictitious Business is required, however,..LI
copy of this order to show cause
dance
will
be
be published In the Black Voice
rs
screenia.i.
Co...
......,puter T rammg.
. .
Name Statement Every
. h
.
a newspaper of general clrculation
N0 t e: Th IS S OW IS
5 Years those who filed sponsored by the Fan·
published In Riverside County,
6807 Airport Dr.,
California, once a week for lour
in 1981 must refile tasy Express _W orkshop,
successive weeks prior lo the date
Suite 1
again in 1986.
11226 Sunglow Drive,
set for hearing on the petition.
Riverside, CA. 92504
Moreno Valley, 92388.
Dated: January 15, 1986
(714) 688-6807
William R. Bailey, Jr.
Mrs. Carol Wilson, Dir·
Ext. I
Judge of the Superior Court
ector.
/P/1 -16,23,30 & 2-6, 1986
land Empire Nurses AssociationRiverside; Chairperson Robert
Continued From pg 1
Mitre, Special Markets Coordinator
of Anheuser-Busch-Riverside· CoMt. Top....
Cha irperson Rabbi Hillel of the
Coordinator also noted that there Involvement, Leadership ad Drum· Congregation Emanu El-San Berwill be posted at that point.
Upon completion of the march, would be a Freedom Medallion Major for Justice, Peace and Right· nardino; Co-Chairperson Alfreda
there will be a dynamic program honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, eousness will be presented to Mitre, Student Affairs Officer of the
featuring mass choirs from church· Jr. and may be purchased by the community persons who have University of California-Riverside;
es throughout Southern California, public at a cost of $20 each. made significant conbibutions in also Founder, Coordinator, Stanch
M. Wilcoxen of Universal Family
speakers such as Isaac Farris from Portions of the proceeds will go to the areas selected.
The March to the Mountaintop Concept, Fontana, CA. We all ex·
the King Center in Atlanta, Delo- the Atlanta based Center for Non•
res Huerta, Vice-President of the Violent Social Change and the lo• Committee officials Include: Mayor tend a warm invitation to all comUnited Fann Workers of America, cal March to the Mountaintop Evlyn Wilcox of San Bernardino munities.
The March to the Mountaintop
Rev. Chuck Singleton of Loveland Committee. Each Freedom Medal- Honorary Chairperson, Doroth~
Committee
is being sponsored by
Church, Carl Bryant Title IV-A, lion that is purchased, Universal M.N. Mason, President of the In·
Family
c.oncept
will
donate
a
Martin
G.
Heileman
Brewery, Anheuser•
Indian Education Director of
Busch,
Pacific
Bell and Robert W.
Orange County Schools, Lome Luther King, J r. Commemorative
McC!intock.
Bargmann, Deputy Superintendent Medallion to a designated school
of San Bernardino City Unified of the purchasers choice. This
School Disbict, Norman Whitmire, Commemorative Medallion is made
Jr. , 4 .0 G.P.A. student from San available by the Center for NonBernardino High School of Who's Violent Social Change, Atlanta, GA
Who-Black High School Student, and cannot be sold or purchased
James Laizure, 4.0 G.P.A. student and is especially designed for
from Bloomington High School of school aged children and can only
Who's Who-American High School be obtained by Company sponsorwirH soul, Rock, RECiGAE, c;ospEI,
ship.
.
'
Student and Bernard T arver, ReThe Freedom Medallions can ·
gional Director of G. Heileman
polkA, blu Es, jAzz, CHRisriAN, TEX-MEX,
Brewery. Also, Larry Carroll of be purchased from the March to
folk ANd spEciAhy pRo<:;RAMs ...
KABC-TV will be the Master of the Moutaintop Committee, The
Ceremonies, San Bernardino Redlands Y.W.C.A., Universal
Councilman, Rev. Dan Frazier will Family Concept and Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
give the Invocation.
A variety of foods and com- of Greater Los Angeles.
Awards in Education, Religion,
memorative items will be available
for ptrrehase. Stanch M. Wilcoxen, Community Involvement, Personal
Melodie Jayne Smith
277W. Big Springs Rd ., No. B
Riverside, CA. 92507-4732
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Case No. 176012
Order ·to show cause re change
of name (1277 C.C.P)
In re the Change of Name of
MELODIE JAYNE SMITH
Petitioner, Melodie Jayne
Smith, has filed a petition with
the Clerk of this court for an
order changing petitioner' s name
from Melodia Jayne Smith to
Melodie Jayne Karlson.
IT IS ORDERED lhal all
penons Interested In lhe aboveentitled matter appear before this
court on February 19, 1986 at
8:30 a.m. In Department law
& Motion, located 11 ,o50 Main
Street, Riverside, CA., 92501 and
who cause, Hany, why the petition
for chan,. of name should ·not '
be granted.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED tllat
a copy of this order to show
cause be published In Black
Voice News a newspaper d gnral
circulation published In Riverside
County, California, once a week
for four successive weeks prior
to the date set for hearing on the
petition.
January 6, 1986
John H. Hews,
Judge of the Superior Court
/ P/1-16,23,30 & 2-6, 1986
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VOICE NEWS

Muhamm;id Ali Grand Marshall

Thursdav January 16, 1986
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Mayor Wilcox Cohosted First BHC
Annual Press Conference
The Black History Committee
Inc. held its first annual press
conference on Thursday, December 19,1985 at 12:00 noon. The
conference was held at the San
Bernardino Room Quality Inn.
Mayor Evlyn Wilcox, cohosted
the conference. Councilman Dan
Frazier extended a w~lcome to the
City and Frank Stallworth, representative for Senator Ayala presented the purpose of the conference.
Committee members: Chairman Alonza Thompson Dir. Public
Relations, Penni Sweetenburg and
promoter Gwen Wolfe announced
the Grand Marshall for this year's
parade 'The Greatest" Muhammad
Ali. Other celebrities confinned
are: 1) Todd Bridges-Different

Pace - Brians's Song; 7) Giynn
Tunnan - Cooley High; 8) Rajnald
Dorsey - Hill Street Blues; 9)"Rappin
Duke" and many more. We
welcome your help, support and
contributions to making this 17th
ArlUal Black History Parade the
best in the nation. BVN
Mayor Evyln WI~~

Gwen Wolfe, Promoter

Frank Stallworth

l'BEE JOB !rBAIITIITG
Office of Riverside County Superintendent of Schools

Muhammad Ali

:REGIONAL OCCUPA~IONAL PBOGBAM
1986 Spring Course Offerings
February 3, 1986 through June 13, 1986
Phone: :Riverside 788-6881 or 788-6834

Strokes; 2) Todd Davis - General
Hospital; 3) Ted Lange - The
Love Boat; 4) Garrett Morris Saturday Night Live; 5) Larry
Carroll - Channel 7 News; 6) Judy

For courses in the Indio/ Palm Springs area, call:
For courses in the Hemet/ San Jacinto/ Lake Elsinore area., call:
For courses in the Beaumont / Banning/ Moreno Valley / Perris ar ea, call:

(619) 342-1568
(714) 788-6611
(714) 788-6589

SO PUUGIS'!llA'flOS - UGIS'fJIB 'fBII l'IBS'f DAY 01' CLASS A'f 'fHJI CLASS LOCA'flON.

..,,.

Your UGIONAL OCCUPA'flOSAL PBOGJLUI is a cooperative effort of the Office of Riverside
County Superintendent of Schools, the school districts and community colleges.
In some courses, students may enroll for other hours by arrangement and permission from
the instructor. Note some exceptions to beginning and/ or ending dates for some courses.
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AnLlUIOlll••nc•

M•F
M&!W
T&:Th

2 :00 p. m .-6:00 p.m.
6 :00 p.m .-8:30 p. m .
6 :00 1>.m.-6:30 1>.m.

DCJUSOLOOY

M-F
M-F
M•F

M·F
M-Th

Councilman Dan Frazier

BHPC Receives 1986
Car For Drawing,
February 1st
The Black History Parade
Committee Inc. has been donated
a 1986 Mercury Lynx by Camino
Lincoln Mercury (formerly Empire)
to be drav.,n on Saturday, February
1,1986 at 3:00 p.m. Tickets are
$2.00 and the WINNER need not
be present.
Tickets are being sold at the
following businesses:
1) Pioneer C'11.<;l<~l\r; J.:~~)1 W .
Base\lne; ZJ
11 of Neighborly
Services · 839 N. Mt. Vernon;
3) San Bernardino NAACP - 1321
W . 21st; 4) Baseline Check

l-rrp

.11n0 :soDY

Exchange · 1705 W. Baseline
5) Alvin's Music Center - 1705
W. Baseline; 6) Top Cat Liquore 1996 W. Highland; 7) All That
Jazz - 1776 W. Highland; 8) Arroo;head Elks - 1073 N. Mt. Vernon;
9) Cajun Seafood - 2838 Rialto
Ave.; 10) Boys Club - 1180 W.
9th St.; 11) Sun-Up Furniture 1768 W. Highland; 12) Harris'
Dept. Store - 300 N . E. S treet.

We ~ elcome your support of
our ticket sales as well as all of
our upcomming Black History
events.
BVN

BHPC Business Mixer
A Success!
The Black History Parade
Committee, Inc. held the 2nd
Annual Business Mixer on Friday,
January 10,1986 at Cajl01 Seafood,
2838 Rialto Ave. John Haywood,
ov.,ner of Cajun Seafood prepared
excellent hors d'oeuvres for our
enjoyment.

l&JntUrG 6: rDI&JfCLU.

1 :30 p.m.-6:30 p .m .
6 :00 p .m .-8:30 p.m.

M·F
M-F

(Prerequisite:
H .B. Senior or Adult)
T&ml

, . _ _ , . •- • •
OOOVlP.l'DO•I

ao•ffllvano•,

Gll.llPKJCI DCJm'OLOGY

Security Pacl!lc Banlt
460 l La Sierra.
Riverside, CA 92606
Mrs. Villarreal

M·F

1:00 p. m.-5:00 p .m .

1660 Chicago Ave. 0 -9
Riverside, CA 92607
Mrs. Bunz 686-1740

~rlty P~t<lo B&pk
3737 MA!n Bt.reet
Riverside, CA 92601
Mrs. Romano 788-66B2

m'IIDVC'l'IO•&L .ID). /

IRDUJ. •»Ve&nO•

•VIDDU OOKlPVDU /

M-F

6 :00 a .m -10·00 a .m . John W. North HJgh School
(Periods l &: 2)
1660 Third St., Rm . 246
Rlverslde, CA 92607
Mrs. Flowers 788-6562

1:00 p .m.-3:00 p.m.

M·F
M-F

l :30 p.m.-4 :30 p.m. 3939 13th St.
4 :30 p .m .-7:30 p .m . Rlvsrsld8, CA 92607
Mr. Rainer! 369-6407

M-F

8 :46 a .m .-3:30 p .m .
{any 2-3 hr. block)

10:00 a.m .-1:00 p.m . John W. Nor th High School
(Periods 3, 4 or 6) 1660 Third St .• Rm. 246
Rlverstd.e, CA 92607
Mrs. Flowers 369-6466

M-F
M&:W

1:00 p.m .-3:00 p.m . Sherman Indian H .B.
6:00 p.m .-6:30 p. m . 9010 Magnolia Avenue
Rlvereld.o, CA 92603
Ms. Summerfield. 788-6662

Jlm.lVJl.llff
OCOVlP.lflO•I

M-F

M-F

1:00 p .m .-3 :00 l).m .

ROP Classroom. Room A
8146A Auto Drive
Riverside, CA 92604
Ma. Roborteon 384-2163

Uft.lVJUJff
OCCVlP&no••

M-F

Pit BBQ

24655 Alesscptdro Blvd.
Moreno Valley
Mastercard & Visa Accepted

Ramona High School
7676 Magnolia Avenue
Room 331
Riverside, CA 9:aB04
Mre. Parker 369-6467

0%.llL --•CB&JrDIIDIG

M·F
M-F

2.00 p.m.•8:00 p .m .
6:00 p.m.-6 :00 p.m .

Harris Company
3636 Riverside Plaza
R1verelde, CA 921506
Mr. McDer mott 768-6303
684-6040

M-F
M-F
M-F

7:30 a .m .-10:30 a .m . ROP Cl&Bsroom
12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m . 6711 Arllngt.on Avenue
3 :30 p.m .-6 :30 p .m . Suite C
RI verslde, CA 9:aB06
Ms. Myrick 364-2768

:an&a. mCB&JrDllurG

M-F
M-F

1:00 p .m . -4:00 p.m .
4 :00 p .m .-7:00 p.m .

M-F
M-F

9 :00 a .m .-12:00 p .m . Cypress Gardens Hosplt.al
2 :00 p .m.-6:00 p .m . 9026 Colorado Bt.
Riverside, CA 9260~
Mrs. B&.rt.holomew
766-4010

Montgomery Ward
&! S&v-On Drugs
Riverside P!&Z&
ROP Clueroom-6900
Broolr.lOn, Bulte 106
Riverside, CA 92606
Mrs. Moore 784-3000
Ext . 249

:an&D. mCB&JrDIIDrG

M-F
M-Th

1:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m .
4 :30 p.m.-6:16 p.m .

Tyler Mall siores
ROP Cl888rOOm-6146
Aut.o Drive • Room B
Riverside, CA 92604
Mr. Doss 364-2160

~&IL mCJUJrDumG

M-F
M-F

3:00 p.m.-6:00 p .m .
6 :00 p .m .-9:00 p .m .

Speolalty Stores
ROP Clusroom-6146
Auto Drive • Room A
Riverside, CA 92604
Mrs. D!Domenlco 364-2163

:aft&D. . .aCJUJrDIIIIIG

M-F
M-F

1:00 p .m .-4:00 p.m . Sears
4 :00 p .m .-7:00 p.m . 5261 Arl.lnglOn Avenue
Rlverelde, CA 92604
Mrs. MoL&ughlln 686-9400

0%.llL . . .CJUJrDIIIIIG
(ffVl>llft ftOU)

M-F

12:12 p.m .-3 :07 p ,m , Rubidoux H.B.
4260 Opal, Room P-2
Riverside, CA 92609
Ms. ~ynard 781-1816

M-F

6:00 a .m .-11:00 a .m . Extended Care Hosplt.al
2 :00 p .m .•6:00 p .m . 6171 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92603
Mre. Atklne 687-3842

orncm OOOVlP&no. . ,
WOJIII lPJIOGIIIDIG

M-F
M-F

1:00 p .m .-4:00 p .m.
4 :00 p .m .-7:00 p .m .

8142 Auto Drive
Riverside, CA 92604
Mre. Bltne, Ma. Roborteon
788-6304

orncm OOOVlP.lflO•lt
WOJIII ROOJIIIDIG

M-J'

6:46 a .m .•1:30 p.m.
(2 hr. blocks)

La Sierra H .B.
4146 La Sierra Ave.

IPB~Llnn / COJ.Oa
(Must take B&eW pholO nrst)

M-F

M-F

M•F
M-F

M•J'
MWJ'
Ta.Th

7:26 a .m .-2:07 p .m. Rubld.oux High 8chool
(any l or 2 per. block) 4260 OPai
Riverside, CA 92609
Mrs. Miller 761 -1723

11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
11 - 9p.m.
12-9 p.m.
2 p.m. - 7 p.m.

n&nL aa••cY

10:00 a .m .-12:00 p .m . John w. North High Bohool
3 :00 p.m .-6 :00 p .m. 1660 Third Bt.. Rm 806
6 :30 p.m .•8 :30 p .m . Riverside, CA 92607
Mr. Marshall 788-7310
7 :00 a .m .·2 :10 p .m .

Norte Vista High School
Sequoia Room
6666 Greet Bt.
Riverside. CA 92603
M:e. Worloy 3 6 1-9219

M ·F

7 :00 a .m .-1:30 p.m .
(Periods 1, 2, 3

Poly High Sch ool
6460 Vlctor!o Avenue
Riverside, CA 92606
Mrs. Deluhery 686-3617

4 , B. 6)

n&YIIL &G••CY

oocvuno••
Internatlon&l Toura/ CrulB<!S
(Prerequisite:
Domestic Ticketing)

4 :00 p .m .-7:00 p.m .

Poly HJgh School, Rm. 706
8460 Victoria Ave.
Rlvereld8, CA 92606
Mr. Clover 768-6862

6 :30 p .m.-9:30 p.m . 2060 Chicago Avenue
Suite A· ll
Riverside, CA 92607
Mr. Romano 788-0911

Ta.Th

6 :30 p.m.-9:30 p.m . 6900 Brockton
Sult" 108-109
Riverside, CA 92606
Ms. Calley 369-6416

M&!W

8 :30 p .m .-9:30 p.m . 6900 Brockton
Suite 108-109
Riverside, CA 92606
Ms. Calley 369-6416

OCCVlP.lflO• I
Domeatlo Tloketlng

n&YIIL .lGUCY

10:00&.m .-12:00p. m . 8 146 Auto Drive-Room A
Rlverolde, CA 92604
Mrs. DIDomenico 364-2163

Ma.W

OCCVH'DO. .
Domeetlo Tloketlng

8 :00 a.m.-10:00 &.m. Norte Vista High 8ohool
10:00 a .m .•12:00 p.m . 8886 Crest-Rm. 7
Riverside, CA 92603
Mre. Hanscom 361-9213

M· F

T&!Th

M·J'

10:00 a .m .-1:00 p.m. John W. North High School
(Periods 3 , 4 or B)
1660 Third St., Rm. 246
Riverside, CA 92607
Mrs. Flowere 389-6465

Open:

Tues. -Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

La. Sierra. H .S.
4145 La Slel'ra Ave.

J ·30 p .m .-4 :30 p .m.
4 :30 p.m .-6:16 p .m .

oomvnu

lPB~Llnn , . . .

Per!ods l -6

M-J'
M•Th

Ramona High School
7676 Magnolia A... Rm. 22
Riverside, CA 92604
Mrs. Strlckney 788-6616

OJ'l'IOII OOOVlP&no•11
WOJIII ROGlllm'G

Phon; Ahead:924-5266

7:26 a .m .-3:07 p .m . Rubld.OUX H .B.
(any 1.2 or 3 per, block)4260 Opal Bt.
Rlverslds, CA 92600
Mr. Chamberlin 761-1601

Rlvereldo, CA 92605
Mr. Roe 361-9223

1:00 p .m .-3 :00 p .m .
3 :00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
6 :00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

Offllm OOOVHffO•II
WOJIII ROOIIIIDIG

7:26 a .,r..-2:07 p.m . Rubidoux H .8
4260 Opal
Rlverslde. CA 92609
Mr. Lauritzen 66&-3267

M •J'

8 :00 a .m .-10:00 a .m . La Sierra H. S.
10:00a.m .-12:00p.m . 4146 La Sierra A Tanue
12:30 p.m .-2:30 p.m . Rlversld.s, CA 92606
Mr. Godfrey 354-9126

U~.llL C.llllDllllfG

Moreno Valley's Best !

La Sierra H .B.
4146 La Sierra Avenue

1t1'n1ve-rs1t# ,!';&nlu!t•u .. ..., · 'fl H»-. "' _,.. '
8:30 a.m.-11~=-~ ~ ~
12:S.O p.m..-3:30 p.m . Room 202
Riverside, CA 92607
Mrs. Schmer 768·2362

Riverside, CA 92606
Ma. Morale• 361-9397

Fat Larry's BBQ

John W . North H .S.
1660 Third 81 .. Rm. 606
Riverside, CA 92607
Mr. Marehall 788-7310

M -1"
M-F

M-F
M-F
M-F

M-F
M-F
M•F

Oft'Ilm OOOVlP.l'ZIO•II
WOIID ftOOJIIIDIG

7:40 a .m.-9:46 a .m . Norte Vista H.B.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p .m . 6688 Crest
12:30 p .m .-2:40 p.m. Rlversld.e, CA 92603
Ms. Brown 361-9372

M-J'

M-F

1:00 p .m .-3 :00 p,m . Arlington High School
3:00 p.m.-6 :00 p.m . 2981 Jackson St. Rm. 0 ·9
6:00 p .m .-7 :00 p.m . Rlverelde, CA 92603
Mr. Hartley 768-0112

Oft'Ilm Drl'OIIJl&flO•
IYIDKI /

Abraham Lincoln H .B.
4341 Vlot.orla Avenue
Rlverel<le, CA 92607
Mr. Zuccolotto 768-7371

Rlverslde, CA 92606
Mr. Radosevich 361-9396

M-1'
M-1'
M-F

IIVUDIG &lflft~ /
BO. . D.lLIJI .lll)•

3:00 p. m .-6 :00 p.m.

Ulll!DrG (Jll).l)
Adulte Only

Gll.llPJIIC »•11G•

DH.l lPaOGlllmG

. .Dl a&L OCCVlP.lflO•II
BO. . JD.ll.m .lll)•

M·J'

M·J'
M·F
M·F

9:00 a .m .-12:00 p. m . 6900 Brockton
2 :00 p .m .-6:00 p .m . Suite 106-109
Riverside, CA 92606
Mrs. Deike 369-6416

"·
IVIDDU DOJDVDlll /

UGUT•UD D•lrT&L

9:00 a .m .-12:00 p.m . 2060 Chicago Avenue
2 :00 p .m.-6:00 p .m . Suite A· ll
Riverside, CA 92607
Mrs. Pe&l'son 788-0911

6 :30 p .m .-9:30 1>,m .

9:00 a .m .-12:00 p.m. 2060 University Avenue
1:00 p. m.-4:00 p .m . Room 214
Riverside, CA 92607
Mrs. Menzla 584-233 1

e&•IJnlDl.lKDIG

6190 Auto Drive
Riverside, CA 92504
Mr. Bodine 786·4203

... ••~ <ra,qlh • 6:30 J>,f'l,·l1,j3QJ>, m ,

Mayor Evelyn Wilcox extended
g-eetings to approximately 50 businessmen and women who_ were in
attendance. Councilman Dan
Frazier welcomed the attendees
and encouraged full participation
in the upcoming Black History
events.
BVN

State and Nation was been shown
in this particular facet of the
election this fall. Local lawyers
and judges, as well as the media
and law enforcement, have shown
increasing concern over the
issues to be addressed by the
speakers. Bar members should
make reservations by Wednesday,
January 15, by contacting the
bar office at 682-7520.
For more information contact:
Bar Executive Director, Bill Cunningham at 682-1015.
BVN

M-F

3706 Rubidoux Blvd.
Rlversld.e, CA 92609
Mr. Pennington 787-9741

2 :00 p.m.-6 :00 p .m .
5 :30 p .m .-9 :30 p .m .

M·F
M-Th

M-F
M-F

M ·F

10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Ramon& High School
1:00 p.m.-3 :00 p .m . 7676 Magnolia Ave.
3 :00 p.m.-6:00 p .m . Rlverslds, CA 92804
Mr. Daniel 788-7427

9 :41 a .m .-11:37 a .m . Rubidoux High School
12:05 p .m .-2:07 1>,m . 4260 01>al St.
2 :07 p .m .-4:07 p .m . Riverside, CA 92609
Mr. Wsber 686-3267

(Prerequisite:
H.B. Senior or Adult)
lilKUJG 6: rDl&JfCLU.

3541 Main 8tre<1t
Rlversld.e, CA 92501
Mr. Wells 781-0314

M-F
M-J'
M·J'

D&~.l lPaOCIIIIDIG

Riverside County Bar
Association To Debate
The Riverside County Bar
Association has announced a
debate on the November 1986
California Supreme Court Reconfirmation Election. The debate will
take place at the county bar's
general membership meeting at
the Holiday Inn, Crown Room's
"D" and "E", at noon on January 17.
1be debate is set to commence
at 12:45 p .m., following lunch,
with Professor Gerald Uelman,
Loyola University School of Law
(speaking AGAINST).
Great interest throughout the

a: no••

LOC&no• / DHU VCTO•

- -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -rrampol'la\lon 1DQ be proY14ec1. :PleaH check wi\b your

JliCh School Cou1U1elor, Career Cen\er Aide, or oall your

looal BOP office.
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VOICE NEWS

r Brotherhood
THE BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER
Established February 1973

Adjudicated a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8 , 1974, Case number 108890 by th
Court of Riverside County.
.L
LACK VOICE is a weekly newspaper published every Thursday by Hardy Brown and Associates. P .L1
x 1581, Rlveislde, California 92507. Telephone (714) 824-8884or 1714) 682-6070.
The BLACK VOICE sells for 25 cents per copy. Subscription Is $15.00 per year. Out of state sii>
· !Ions ore $18.00 per year.
The BLACK VOICE'S objective Is to serve the entire community.
News releas.,s appearing in the BLACK VOICE do not necessarily express the policy, nor the opln
f the publishers.
The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or ""-<ite all news releases.
Co-Publishers
HARDY L. AND CHERYL R. BROWN

Iii 11@~1
MLK National Holiday
On January 20,1986 America
celebrates for the first time in the
history a national holiday in the
honor of a Black American. This
honor has been bestowed upon
none other than the dreamer, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., a man of
vision courage, compasion, htnnility
and deep belief in mankind.
Prior to King, other Blacks
such as Frederick Douglass, Dr.
Carver, Booker T. Washington
and others had !-truggled with the
same issue of slavery/racism but
none before or after will impact
Blacks such as Dr. King. We are
convinced that Dr. King was born
to set America free, to set the world

free, to inspire Black to recognize
that they are somebody. Dr. King
was born an example for us
illustrating that God will provide
under the toughest of time.
I'm reminded of a Dr. King
speech where he state I'm glad to
have been born during these years
in history. These are exciting times.
These times, like the times of old,
are made not for us to sit down,
and be comfortable. As long as
least of them is hungry, poor,
discriminated against we are not
free . BVN

Crusade Proposal
To Be Heard
Thursday, January 23, 1986,
9:oo a.m., the San Bernardino
County Planning Commission
will hold a hearing on a site
approval application for Brotherhood Crusade's organizational
camp located in the Valley of Enchantment in the San Bernardino
mountains. The Brotherhood proposal came under fire last month
when the Board of Supervisors,
voted to send the matter back to
the Commission.
The residents of the area in
previous hearings had created a
racial incident out of the Brotherhood seeking the site approval ,
however, the Board of Supervisors,
condemned the racial overtones
and told both sides they would have
to get together and work out their
differences.
The oublic is invited to
AttP.n<i.
.-l!!!E

Wllil ..c.~
TO THE EDITOR

DEAR EDITOR
Cheryl and Hardy Brown,
Publishers,
J:iello to both and many thanks
for the superb write-up on the Inland Empire Black Nurses'
Association! It is indeed a pleasure
to note our progress and your
papers recognition of our efforts. I
shall maintain a copy of the January 2, 1986 issues as long as the
paper lasts!
Joyce L. Cooper, H.A.D.
Owner/Co nsultant

JULIAN BOND
Real freedom fighters
By Julian Bond
" If Nicaragua can get material support from communist states and terrorist regimes and prop up a hated
communist dictatorship, should not
the forces fighting for liberation ... be
entitled to more effective help?"
Ronald Reagan put that question to
Congress and the American people,
and the answer he wants back is
"Yes!"
The question is purely rhetorical
and the answer is expected: more support for the contras attacking Nicaragua. There's an unwritten blueprint
for action against countries that won't
walk the Reagan line.
Nicaragua is one, Angola is another.
Reps. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y, and Claude
Pepper, D-Fla., have introduced legislation to give $27 million in non-lethal
aid to UNITA, the South African-sponsored terrorists who have failed for 10
years to topple Angola's government.
Non-lethal aid frees money for guns
that otherwise would be spent for
butter.
Angola's crime is that it harbors Cuban troops, who keep South Africa's
army from extending its occupation of
Angola's southern region to the entire
country.
Nicaragua's crime is that it has
achieved the first successful revolu-

Chief Deputy Sheriff, is seeking
the seat currently held by Ben
Clark, who is retiring. Byrd has
served with the Riverside County
Sheriff's Department since 1959,
beginning a s a patrol and investi·
gation deputy, and working his way
through the department in a variety
of capacities .

You've got what it takes.

tion since Fidel Castro's forces came
to power. The Sandinistas could establish a precedent for land reform, education, health care, non-alignment and
general independence that will upset
the traditional relationship between
the United States and various client
states in Central and South America.
Our non-lethal aid proved fatal in
1985 for almost 1,500 Nicaraguans, including 281 civilians killed by the contras and 1,143 government soldiers. In
five years of war, thousands of Nicaraguans, most of them non-combatants, have died in a war funded by
American sources, who want to stop
the Sandinista revolution from enlarging its successes.
During this war, a military draft
has been imposed and an important
development project has been sacrificed, weakening the popularity of the
Sandinistas. The U.S. embargo has decreased the amount and quality of consumer goods available in Nicaragua
and sharply curtailed markets for Nicaraguan exports.
If President Reagan has no trouble
convincing the Congress to wreak havoc on Nicaragua, he has had trouble
convincing the American population
and the rest of the world. No other
country has joined his embargo of Nicaragua. More and more U.S. cities
have declared themselves safe havens

for Central American refugees. An organization called Quest for Peace has
rased $9 million for the Nicaraguan
government.
Despite the reluctance most Americans have for adventurism abroad,
perhaps President Reagan would succeed if he aimed at a different target.
Supose he asked: "If South Africa
can get material support from the
United States and prop up a hated,
race-based dictatorship, should not the
forces fighting for liberation, now
numbering over 20 million, be entitled
to more effective help?"
Put that question to Congress or to
the American people, and the answer
would be an overwhelming "YES!"
The aid recipient in this case
wouldn't be the contras or UNITA:
They would be real freedom fighters
in the oldest national liberation group
in Africa.
The group, the African National
Congress, is considered most representative of all the forces fighting
South Africa's white supremacy government. Founded in 1912, the ANC
followed a policy of peaceful resistance until police massacred 69 men,
women and children in Sharpeville in
1960. They then abandoned non-violence and adopted armed struggle.
They claim responsibility for the occasional bombed police station or
power plant, and seem well situated to
receive the kind of assistance President Reagan wants to spread so freely
south of our border. I nominate the
ANC as the first recipient in 1986 of
assistance
from
freedom-loving
Americans. They've fought longer and
harder and made greater sacrifices
than any other group currently seeking freedom over tyranny and terror
Let's put out money where our
mouth is.
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Sav·e Time -

Save Money!
Our ONE CALL SOURCE helps you find products
and services near your home.
Our courteous referral operators give you the name,
location, and telephone number of merchants nearest you
with the products or services you need.
Many merchants offer specials or discounts to customers
using our service.
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It's that simple!
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CANNOT BUY TODAY,
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At CHINO HILLS FORD
For$99 DOWN
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RECEIVE ~ 100.00 O FF
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Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
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WILLIAM H. LEE. of S.craml'nlo. is Chairm•n
,,t th,-. C ommi~ion. H,• is tht:' puhlisht"r of tht.•
S.tfn& mt'nto Ohse rn"r. Dr. U't" gr,tduolt~
lru111 th, • t ·11in"rsit\' of C.alifornia at H1.·rkt•le \·
111 1Y57 .rnd l,th"r re-C'l'i\t.·J hls hon orar\' doct o~.,tl• from Southea ster n li nin"rsih· in South
( :.1rolina. Dr. Let- is in\'oh·ed with nume rous

Biographical Sketches of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Commissioners

j nd rommunity organizations and is currt•11tly PrMident of the \Vest Coast Black Pubh~h,•rs :\ ssodation.
MICHEL ANDERSON. of San Di<'go. is self-t•rnp loye-ct as a ronsultant on l[O\'e rnme nt.U. relations und public affairs. Prio r to his curre nt
occup.,.tion. he ser"ed a~ an assistant to t he

tor of Gratt Baptist Church. He is preSt'nlly
atte-nding San FranciJC"o The-ological Sf. m i•

n ary and ha.s allendl'd the l'ni\·ersil)' of Cali-

in Political Scie nce and an M.8 .A. from the
L'. nhe rsity of San Diego. He is currently a
me mber of the Re publican Business and Profrssional Club Board of Directors. and is •
fo rmer member of the Governor's Infrastructure TMk Force.

MIGUEL BARRAGAN, of San Francisco, iJ the

EXECUTIVE D EPART M ENT

•

t'es for ~teharn· ~tedical Colleg<'. and .\meri -

PAUL DE LA CRUZ BLANCO. of Long Beach,
ha.s been the Director of the Long Beach District Filipino Parish since 198.3. Prior to his

PTeside nt of the Los .\ ngeles Urban Lt'agu<'
si nc.-e 1969. However. hi s ca ree r with th e '.\'ational Urban Lt'agu<' ~ Ot'S hac k lo 1964. ~1r.
~Iii.ck is a m e mber of n umerous ch- k a nd profE"ssional o rganizatio ns, including K.CET-n ·

c urrent position, he was the Exec uti ve D irector of the Filipino Outreach Cente r , Inc.,
located in Wilmingt on , CA. He is a gradua te of

Philippine Christian Uni versity with a B.A. in
Psychology and Philosophy and an M.A . in So-

C hannel 28. Los An geles City and County Privatt' lnduslr)· Council (PIC ), and the Allorn e)' Gener al's RilciaJ, Ethn ic , Religious and
~inority Viole nce Comm ission .

DR. JOHN J. McCARTHY. of Sacra mento. is

A PROCLAMATION

by the Governor of the State of California

g raduate of San Jose Sta te." l lni \'t'•uit~· wi th

SdlOOI and a police offiCt'r. both in San

) OS<' ,

CaUfornia.

na at Chapel Hill.

WHE REAS, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. led the civil rights movement for over 12 years
a nd was devoted to the lofty principles of racial equality and nonviolent social change; and

Black rommunity and the federal liaison to

WH EREAS, J a nuar y 15- 20, 1986 has been designated as a week ·of celebration in hor:ior of
Dr . King, commencing with the 57th anniversary of the birth of Dr. King and concluding with
the first national obser vance in remembrance of his l ife, legacy a nd dream; and

the Marlin Luther King, Jr. Holida r Commis•
sion in WalShington. D.C. She is one of fo·e
community representati\'es in the Offict" of
Communih· Relations, whic h ser\'es as lhe
general liaison between the Governor a nd

WHE REAS , this celebration provides a time for national unity-a time when American~
of every race, religion and class can reflect on the pr inciples of racial equality and nonviolent
social change; and

WEBSTER GUILLORY . of Or.m~e Count, . "
deputy 1.1sw s:-or fo r Or.111ge Counh ,md Prt':-1•
den t of tht• '.'\:1ho n,il ,\ ~wc1;.1h on of Bl.id ,.
C o unh Offi<·1ab. \ 1r G 111llor" 1s .1 gr,1d11.1 tt· of
'.\ o rt h ro1, l m'-t' rsit ~ ,,11h J 1lJd 1t" lo r of .\rt ,
d cgrc t• 111 :\erosp ,tc-t· En~i nt•t•nn !,"!: .,nd .1
~faster of Sc-1t' II C"f'S d t"litft' t' 111 Ci, ii .m d Slrnrtu rJI Eni,z.111t•,•rin~ fro m l lnl\ <'r,1 t~ o f Sou th •
('rn C.1hfor111.1 ft ,• 1, .1 IHt"mlx-r ,1f m.1m <·1, 1r
l) r ~.tn 1 ✓ u h o11'i ~ncluch nj!: tlu.• , Jll cm.11 .,\ ,,;;oc-1.1ll o n of Ct)mtllf'i. CJ hfonu.1 ..\sst•,;;so r·,. :\s,c•t•1.1
hon . , J tacm.11 \ ,~1.1tion of Hl.1c- l.. Coun t\ Of
fiC'1.1J... Jnd '\,1: io11.1l Fnn un of m.1ck P11 hl1<
,\rlmuu.,trJt <,r,
L UCILLE HOLO MAN. or Lo, <\ ll~C'lt•, , 1, tlw
E-.t.'<"UII\ <· \ ll't' Prt·s1ci,·11t of thl' I lt·r.1ld O,,;;.
P~•t c-h Publt!>h1n~ Co mpa m lnC" . ,1 ~rouµ of
thrt"'t' f.111111~ - 0 \\lll~ CO IIH11Ufllt\. llt'\\ SpJµt•r s
th.it q,,n IC't" th,· Lo~ \ 11gr l~s .1rr-.1 Bl.1c k co m murul\ Pnor to her <"urrent po,;1hon shl• "' J,
emploH·\.I b, l H \1 Co rpor.1110 11 fo r o,C'r Ii'
~ears

RA YMOND L JOHNSON, JR .. of Lo, .-\ n~<'I,,, .
1s thC' Prt•(tdPnt ofth<' Lo~ An~l"•t,~.. '.': A.A C P .
one of tht· l,.1r~est c haptl'n I Ir 1s :i ~r.1du.1tc- of
ll ow.ird l'111verMh' and Ito,, .ird L,m Sc h ool
and illi ~ rru'mbt-. r of num€'ro1is '-"" Jl' ;tnd pro ft·\ion,il OQ(.t n uation1,. 111cludm~ t ht"' Joh n L.111~ston HJr A,, '§-.ocaatton . the Sou th,-- rn C:hnsh,m
LeJdt'rsh1p Co nfert'nct•, ll r b,m Leaguc-. and

the Black leadership Coahllon on Education
Mr J ohn son 1s also III prl\alc- L1w pra c t1Ct"' 'A ith
hb fotht.·r. RJ) L. John ~ n. Sr
PAULINE KI MBER. of Fn•sno, " the editor of

th e Cahforma Adrneate ~ ,•wspa1w r

Ms

K1mlwr and ht--r husba n d. Les. " ho sit s o n tlit-.
Fresno Cit y C".oun cil, PSt,1bhshed th t'• pJpcr m
196i. \1 1: K1mbt·r 1s a :nt•mht•r o f m .1m Cl\ 1cand p rofr·ssion.tl org.1mz;1tion.!>. inrl 11d 111,1,: tht-:'\at 1on.1I ~ C"wsp,tpt' r Publ isher"- Assoc1;1! 1011.
th<" \\'t.•st Coast Black Pu b lis her-i Ai1:S0<"1:u1011 .
!hf• , atumal ( :ou nc-11 o f 't"'J,:rtl \\"011wn .rnd

thr '\".A A.C P

RICHARD Mc:CLINE. of Oakland. is \ "ic<' Prt>Si•

den t of Operations fo r Goldt'n Stal<' Busint'ss
LE-ague. H~ iJ a grad uate o r the llni\'ersi t r of
Illinois " i th a Bac.-ht"lor of Sciences d egree in

ChapteT.

OWENDOLYN f. GffEEN, of Los Angeles, is an
aide to Councilman Robert Farrell, a posit ion
s he has held since 1977. Previo u sly, she was a
sen ior d e puty for Senator Jo hn Tunne y . Ms.
C reen wo rked with Dr. King for te n )'e.trs
when she ser"ed as the We-st Coast coordi na tor and the n e xe,cuti ve director fo r the West•
er n Southe rn C hristian Leiid e rsh ip Confere nce. She has been in \.'olved in a su ndr)' of
o the r civil rights acti vi ties spanni ng li per iod
o f o,·e r 20 yea rs.

Dr. ~kCart h, was a Polilioal Scient't' professor

in India for two ,·ears. Dr. ~kCarth,· is a Ph.d .

WHEREAS, Dr. King was instrumental in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of l 96~ and
the Voting Rights Act of 196 5 and was a wa rde d a Nobel Peace P rize for his effor ts t o obtain
e qual ri ghts a nd justice for all Ameri ca ns; and

community groups. particularly e thn ic mino r•
ity and women ·s organizatio ns.

ior Staff Befor e join ing th t" Co\"t"rnor ·s staff.

graduat e from thf' l'ni\'e rs:ity of :\°Orth C'.a roli•

server, a Wt't'kly newspaper. She is alio the
Chairp<."rson for the Commun ity Ad,·isory
Council for Kem County/ Bakersfield Enterprise Zone. Ms. Buchanan is • rnnnber of
B..-\.P ..\ .C., :,nd the N.A.A.C.P.· Bake rsfi..Jd
SUZANNE FISHER. of Sacramento. iJ GO\·er •
nor De-ukmejian"s field reprne-ntati\·e to the

I he D irecto r of the O ffic.-E' of Communih · Re lations a nd is a m embt.~ r of the Co\"e rno~·s Sen -

1:1.t the l1ni\ e~si h · of t he Sou th . He w ~s acti\"e
in the ci\"il right$ mo, ·E"men t of the 60"s and in
addi tion. he S(>r \"e<l as a Pe-ace Cor p \"O luntttr

.-\fro-.-\me rican stud ies as one nf ~n•ral art"'.1s
of interest . '.\Ir. Bre we r c urre ntl \' s..•n ·H a.S a
member of the Youthful O ffe.n dl'r Parole

OPAL BUCHANAN. of Bakersfield. is the
managing editor of the Bakttsfif'ld ~ <>ws Ob-

.stt. and U n ive rsity of the Pacific.- in San Fra n ·
cisc.-o. Dr. Lucas is a m ember of the Presid e nt"s
Private Sector lnitia th ·e T ask Fo rce. Presiden t
a nd F ounder of Founda tion fo r the :\d\·anCf'rnent of ~tinority Enterp rise. Board of T rust -

can Acade m y O
r General De ntistry Fello w.
JOHN W. MACK. of Los .-\n~el<'s. has bet'n th<'

)"ers AJsociation in California.

Board. Prior to his po,ition in st a tt> go\'ernment, hl"' was an educato r at Oak C ro\'e H igh

forniii, San Fra nci5Co and Alban~ Sta te Collegf' in :\lba ny. Georgia. Rev. Lane's work
e xperience indudes bein g an Equal Opportu •
nity Specialist for the l" .S. D e p;irtmrnt of
Housing & Urba n De , ·el op m c-n t and Assi:!itant
~1anager for the State Em p lcvmen t Den~lop ment Department.
DR. HENRY LUCAS. of S•n Francisco. isa den•
t ist in priv a te prac tice. He is ii gr11dua te of
H owa rd lln i,·ersit)· in \\"ash ing ton . D.C .. ~fe -

harry ~tedical College in '.l.ash,; lle. Tennes•

STATE OF CA LI FORN IA

ber of the American Society of CompoSt'rs.
Authors, & PubliJhers and the La Raza Law-

~lin istnes and the Bewrl1· Hills Lions Club.
EDWARD GENE BREWER. ofSacram~nto. is"

sion 11l Railage nts of t he l'nit ed St.ites. He was
instrume ntal in the rt"n amin g of Santa Ba rer King. Jr . Boule\'ard . ~fr. Kin g 1s heavily mv ol\'e-d in the Los ·"nge les com m unity in a rf'cord number of civic M d p rofessional
organizations.
flEV. JOHN H. LANE. of San FranciSl'o. ls pas·

m uyur of S,m D iego. ~fr . .'\t1d cuo11 is a g radu att- of the Uni\'ersit\' of Cincinnati with a B .o\ .

cial Work from Siliman Un iversit y in the Ph ilippines. Mr. Blanco is a member of nume ro us
ci\·ic and re ligious or~an izations, including
p ast member o f the :\alion11I FedPr.1t ion of
Filipino L'nited ~le-thodi sts. Asian :\mt'r ica n
C'.ommunih· Sen·ice Cent t."'r, Board of G lobal

the King Bail Bond .-.gency located in the city
of Los Angeles. Mr. King is also President of
the Independent Bail Agt' nts Association of
C alifornfa and the- Preside nt of the Pr ofes•
bara Roule ,·• rd in Los .\ngt'les to ~tarlin Luth•

t ·1, ,c

Pre-sident and Executl\'e Director of the ~ ational Concilio of .-\ .merica. H e is a gradua te of
t-:SCueli& Libre De Derechos, in Me xico Ci h ·,
with a degree- in International and Foreign
In vestment Law, and a gradua te of the Vn ivt-rsity of Denver with a Juris Doctura tt" in
Corporate Law. Mr. Barraga n is also a m e m -

9'1tOADIEII QENEIIAL CELES KING Ill. of
Los Angt-le,s. is tht- owner a nd admin istrator of

WHEREAS, this holiday is an appropriate time fo r Californians to reflect on the ideals of
peace, freedom and justice for which Dr. King marched, preached and finally died;
NOW, THEREFORE , I, GEO RGE DEUKMEJ IAN, Governor of the State of California, do
hereby proclaim January 15-20, 1986 as Marti n Luther King, Jr. Week in California and urge
all citizens to join in this observance.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have here unto set my hand
a nd caused the Grea t Seal of t he Sta t e o f
Californi a to be af fi xed this 6th da y of Janua ry
1986.

4

h ... J. ...i~

Governor of California

'

Microbiology and also a gradual~ of '.l.orth " "t""Stern l 1nh·enitv with a ~faste r of Busi n ess
Administration in ~1a r kE-ti ng. \Ir. \kCline- is a

membc.>r of th<' California Blaok RepubliC'> n
Council and the- S 11,tional l lrban Lt-a ~ue
VANCE RAYE. of Sacrarnt'nt o. is l<>j!al .\ ffair<
5(>'{-rf'tan for the Gon~r nor. a n d i~ a mf"mbc-r
of tht> Go, ·c-rn or ·s Senior Staff. 8t"fort" beiniz.
a p poi ntf"d to his c.-urre-n t position . ht· was dep •
ut y legislath·e ~ retar~· to the CO\ t"roor. Pri·
or to wor ki ng in the CO\ e rnor ·s O ffi C't', ~Ir.

Ra1·e St'n ·t"d as Dt'put y .\ll om,•y Ge n<'ral
\ 197.5-80). a nd as se n ior Assista nt ..\ttorney
Ge neral. headin g thE" state D t"' partme nt of Jui;.
lict' S L,>gidati,·e l lnit ( 1980-82\ .
MARK RIDLEY THOMAS. of Los .\n ~t'le,, i<
the Exec.-uti\'t' Director of th e Los ..\nge l<"'s
Southl'rn C hristian Lead e rship ConfC'r<" ll C"t'. a
posi tio n he has h<"ld since 198 1. Prt',·iouslr h<>
w ,1s a teac.-he r a t lmmacuhu e He ar t H igh
School. ~t r. Thomas has receivt'd both II H .\
and a \faste r of :\ r ts from Im m ac ula tt"' Hea rt
College in Los Angt'les. f-le is cu rre nt I~ work ing towa rd a Doctor of Philosoph~ in Re ligious
Social Et h ics at the Uni,·ehi h · of Southern
California. He is a member o f n;um· soci,,l .md
ci \·ic.- organiza tions.
0

ARTHUR P. TOWNSEND. of San R.-rmirdmo.
i$ t he owne r -publisht' r of the Prc-ci nc t R,~.
porter. a nd the Tri -Cou n ty Bulle-tin. lxi th
we ekh llt."'WSptlJ)f'rS. llt" IS ., g rndu.t h,' or
t ·.c .L::\ . ~f r . T own "-<'nrl found ed the S.m Ht~rn ,trd ino Boys · C lub .md 1s :1lso c.- h,u rm a n .md
fo unde r of the lnl.rnct E mpire Bl.id,: C..mC"u~
He 1s .1 m e mber of the \\·est Coa~t Bl.,c k Pu b lish e rs Associa tion . C,1lifo rni., ~ t"" \\ sp,1µe r
Pubhshf'rs Assoc1.1tion . '.'\,Hional ' t•,, sp.1pc.• r
Publishers A.s:,ocia tio n . .md thf• Ch,1rnbN or
Cont me ref•
VERNITA TURNER . of Loi, .\ ngel,·'.'<. I\. .1 pubhcrc-ln h ons c.-onsult.mt Shr I'.\ ,1 g-r,1du.Ht• of Pep
pt' rd11w l°111H~r,;;1h '"th .1 R.,c-hel or of Ari s rl,-..
g u "t"' m Public ...\.dmm1!ltr.t1ion ~Is Turn e r 1i,
.i.c t1 , t"' 111 loc,,I .111d ~tJ h ' i,?O\ e rnnwnt .111d 1t.
.1ffili.1tNi " 1th thP C .,lifnrm.1 Hl..1 c k lh•p11bh<·.u1
Co 1111c-1I. L,,.,gul' of \\ 'o lll e- n \ 'Cl lf•n. Soulht•rn

C.1hforn1.1 C.1hJ,, T\ \ ..;,OC"i.111 0 11 . th,• l.111C'\,ln
C lu b, tlf lh t-. Rl'pubh c-~m P,uh .•md l (" I -\
Public- Ht"l.iho lt \. ( ·tub
EDWIN WILSON. ol I .on~ H,·.1d1 1, . 11 1 ,1tto r
lh' \ 111 pri\ 1lh' pr .1C'l 1C't' Ii, .1ttt•n rl1'd lt{,\\ ,ml
l ' n,,,•n1t, Sc hool ,if L.rn 111 \\'.1-.h111~h111 . I)( '
.rnd 1, ., ~r.1du.1t 1•
· 1.1f1111 l lll\ t•r,1t, in St) lllh
C.-ro hn,1 .me! P,1<·1h<· Co.,,t l..l\, Sd1ol1I II\ Li. is
.~11>,!:<' li'i- \Ir \ \'1\q111 h,1 "- ht'C' ll .tC'II\ t"' Ill lo<\ II
,11 ul ,t.ll c- r.o, 1•r11111t~n1 .111d ha!> .111 t' \lt•n,I\ t' h..;t
of .1ffih ,1t1on:- "1th prolt•s ~i o11,1I ,met c-i, 1r or~.11117,1tton , 'tomt• o f tht' ' l"' mrlu<l<' tht> ,\nwnc ,111
Jud1r .1111n· Soru't, . I.one. Ht·.1<·h B.tr :\.ssocrnt1 0 11 . \nwric-.m f\ .1r l· m111rl,tt1on t-\~llo\\ .. ,n<l
L1f,, \1t' mht•r of 1ht· '\ \ -\ (" P
OSCAR WR IGHT. of ~.1c-r .111w11h,. 1\ 1hc E, t' Clltl\ t" Dirr-ctor of tlw O flkc of Sm.ill H11"1•
nt'"'" II,· I\ .1 ~r.1du.11t' ui C,1iifor01J St.1tt-• l ' ni ' t•r s1h·. Lo°' -An),tl'h·, " lwrl" hl~ reet---1, C'<l .,
13.ic.- hl~lor of Scu' nc,· dt•t.tr,'t' m Po lih<'al
Sr H"'nrt~ Prt•-L.m \ 1r \\'n~ht 1i. ,1 m.trkl'IITl).!
i,pC"C'l,lh, t \\ ho h .1, wo rkt•d fo r ,1 \ .,ri C't~ or C"tllll
p.tmt•s 111clud1n): Xrro\. t:C'lrpo rn taon. OC"I k .1~
Pl ash c-s. Jl0t"'C' hst Ph,1rm,1r c11tical. .ind
t ron Corpc,r ..1 h on

or(
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Martin Luther King, Jr Biography
The assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., in
Memphis, Tennessee, April 4 ,
1968, ended the life of one of
America's most influential leaders. Yet we continue struggling
to realize the dream he envisioned. Together as equals,
Blacks and Whites are working
to achieve the goals established
years before by those who laid
the foundation of America.
Born January 15, 1929,
in Atlanta, Georgia, to respected
members of a thriving Black
middle-class community, Martin
was shaped by his environment.
His father, the Reverend Martin
Luther King, Sr., was pastoc
of Ebenezer Baptist Church.
The man and the church were
vital forces in the prosperous
community known as Sweet
Auburn. Martin Junior grew up
in a comfortable atmosphere
of hard work and close family
relationships centered around
the church. The people and
businesses of Sweet Auburn
were successful, active, and
economically stable. But despite
its internal success, this was
a segregated neighborhood, a
part of, but apart from the
rest of Atlanta. Martin recognized this paradox at an early
age.
Admitted to Morehouse
College at age 15, Martin began
a course of study that he hoped
would lead to a career in law or
medicine. A gifted student, he
was inspired by his father and
his professors at Morehouse
to enter the ministry. He was
ordained a Baptist minister and
named assistant at Ebenezer
Baptist Church. It was 1947
and Martin Luther King, Jr. was
18 years old.
One year later he obtained
his degree and continued his
studies at Crozer Theological
Seminary in Chester, Pennsylvania, and at Boston College,

a Montgomery city bus to a
Whiteman.
Dr. King, 25 years old,
a respected young professional,
was chosen to lead the newly
formed Montgomery Improve·
ment Association in a nonviolent boycott of the city's
transit system. His opening
speech signaled the world that
a fresh voice, announcing a
dynamic doctrine of civil struggle,
was on the scene:
"We have no alternative
but to protest. For many
years we have shown an
amazing patience. We have
sometimes given our White
brothers the feeling that we
liked the way we were being
treated. But we came here
tonight to be saved from
that patience that makes us
patient with anything less
than freedom and justice.,.
I

earning a Ph.D in Theology
in 1955.
· Dr. King had moved-physically, intellectually, and
spiritually-- beyond the unmarked borders of Sweet Auburn.
Wrestling \Vith the ideas of thinkers like Thoreau, Ghandi, Hegel,
and others interested in social

change, he began to percieve
not only the larger problem
but also the solution to the
great enigma of segregation and
its debilitating effect on the
fabric of the nation.
It was at his first pastorage
\Vith Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery, Ala-

bama, that the injustices Dr.
King had come to know turned
to the dream that would unlock
the promise of a better future
for Blacks.
On December 1, 1954, a
weary Black seamstress, Mrs.
Rosa Parks, was arrested for
refusing to give up her seat on

The boycott lasted 383
days. At its conclusion, the
Montgomery bus system was
intergrated and Dr. Martin
. Luther King, Jr. was recognized as a potent force in the
infant civil rights movement.
After Montgomery, Dr. King
moved back to Atlanta to lead
the. newly founded Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). From this base
he began a national campaign
to achieve equal rights for Black
citizens.
The Civil Rights Act. of 1964
and the Voting Rights Act of
1965 finally put a legal end
to segregation. And, in international recognition of his
leadership, Dr. King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
1964.
Four years later, at age
39, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
was dead. Minister, father,
philosopher, scholar, humanitarian, social activist, husband,
and finally, martyr to the
noblest of causes · the brotherhood of all men.
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CENTRAL CITY MALL

In Memory of

Dr. Martin Luther King

Salutes

May your dream be realized.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
"A Drum Major For Justice"

'PAOFIC S\VINGS BANK·

2nd & 'E' Street
Downtown San Bernardino
(714) 884-0106
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SOME DREAMS
NEVER DIE.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. lived his
life in struggle so that millions
after him could live their lives in
pride . The struggle to achieve
equality through civil action. The
struggle he faced every day as a
man of faith . The struggle that was
recognized with the cherished
Nobel Peace Prize.
What could be more appropriate
than to designate his birthday
asa national holiday?
We at The Seven-Up Company
j oin all Americans in honoring
Dr. King, and in so doing, help
keep his dream alive.

---

THE SEVEN UP COMPANY
121 S MERAMEC
ST LOUIS MO63105

"SEVEN-UP" ANO " 7UP" ARE TRADEMARKS IDENTIFYING PRODUCTS OF THE SEVEN-UP COMPANY © 1986.
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Porcelain Doll of King
Now Available
Coretta Scott King has given
approval for Black and White
Fine Art Company to sell a limited
edition of a procelain doll , in the
likeness of Rev. Martin ,Luther
king, Jr.
Mario Nelson and Marylynn
Ball, of the Black and White Fine
Art Co. created and copyrighted
the 100% porcelain collectors doll
in commemoration of the first ever
National King holiday, January
20,1986.
The first doll of the 1,000
which will be made, as they are
ordered, has been presented to
Mrs . King, and is on display at
the King Center for Non-Violent
Social Change in Atlanta, Georgia.
Nelson worked with Mrs . King, to
develop the masterful creation,
which was sculptured by doll artist
Marylynn Ball.

The doll precisely handcrafted
in a time-honored tradition of the
famous nineteenth-century bisque
collector dolls.
The doll is handcrafted with
meticulous attention to each and
every detail of his sculptured bisque
porcelain head and completely proportioned porcelain body. Beautifully hand painted, he is dressed in
a custom tailored suit.
The attire for the 19 inch doll
is a 100% wool, silk lined coat,
striped tie, and replicas of King's
genuine leather loafer's all of which
are on display at the King Center in
Atlanta. The doll is also currently
on display at the William Grant
Still, Community Art Center in Los
Angeles thru February 28, 1986.
There will be a special presentation to the White House doll

collection, and in February there
will be a presentation made to the
Smithsonian Institute, for their
historical doll collection, as son as
there is confirmation by President
Reagan.
Collector dolls of comparable
size and quality currently sell for
as much as $1 ,000 to $2,500.
However, the doll is available exclusively from Black and White
Fine Art Company for $1 ,500,
payable in two installments of
$750 each, plus tax and shipping.
Once the series of 1000 dolls has
been sold, the molds will be
broken .
For more information or a free
color brochure, call or write (714)
780-7576 or (714) 796-0883 or
P.O . Box 766, Bryn Mawr, CA,
92318

An Education is the
Key to the Dream!
We join you in
Honoring a Great
American.

FREE AT LAST ... FREE AT LAST
THANK GOD ALMIGHTY
I'M FREE AT LAST ...

Riverside Unified
School District

Attaining the Dream
of
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Porcelain Doll of King

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Most people are thermometers that record or register
the temperature of majority opinion, not thermostats that
transform and regulate the temperature of society.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Dedicated
Courageous
and

Educated
If you have not finished school, stay in school and earn your
high school diploma.
If you left school before graduation, look into your opportunities
in an Adult School Diploma Program.

Don't waste your educational opportunities: don,t skip
classes; don,t neglect study or homework; and don,t take
the easy way out when there is greater long-term benefit in
learning through hard work and effort.

Making the dream
come true is up to you:
The San Bernardino City Schools,
E. Neal Roberts, Superintendent
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Inland Obstetrics &
·Gynecology, Inc.
Dr. George H. Small M.D. M.P.H.
1800 Western Ave., Ste 202
San Bernardino/ (714) 887-7045

Dr. King and the Civil Rights Movement
1929 January 15: Martin Luther
King, Jr., is born in Atlanta, Ge orgia. His mother is Alberta Christine
Williams King. His father is Rev.
Martin Luther King. Sr.

Stat1· l'ri s1111 . ,,·lw n • lw is n•lt•as,•d
1tll a t 11·0-thou sand -dolla1· hond .

...

196 I Janua11 ~O : l)p~t1•r ~1·1tt t.
t lw Kin(!s· third d 1ild . is horn . .'la,
-. : Tht· i ·.,ng-rl'ss 1tf I:a t ial Equalit .~·
(t'OI : E l 11rganiz1•s t ill' lir:--t g ruup
.. r Fn·t•dom ltid1•rs. Tlw ~·n ·,•d1tl ll
I: id,•rs. int 1•11t on intt•grating i11(1•1·stat1• ln1:--t• s. 11•,l\·1· Wa s hi11g t1111.

1935-1944: King attends David
T . Howard Ele mentarv ,'chool At lanta Unive rsit~· Labo1:atm·v Schocil.
a nd Booker T . Washingt~m High
Sch ool. He passes the e ntran te examin ation to Atl anta's Morehouse•
College wi t hout 1-,•Taduating- from
high school.

nantes uncon;;titut1011al. June: l>r..
~ing's book St r,•11ylh /11 /,un is publi shed . June 11 : Gon• rn ,n- (; <'<Wl!l'
C. Wallace tri l.'s t o stop tht• t·11u ;·t
orde1·pd int Pg rat i"n of tlw l lni,·,•r
s it_\' of Alabama h,I' "standin)!" int lw
sd10olhm1st• d oor" and Jll'l",-.11nal11
re fu si ng- l'nt rn lll'l' to hlal'k ~1 u< ll'nt ~June I l : l\1 pdga r 1-: n •r, is assas,i nat l'cl in fl-011t of h" honH• in

.,

1941: .J ames Farnw r l·stablish l•s
Congress of Racial Equality (('ORE )
a nd beg-i ns lunch countl•r sit-i ns in
Chi cago .

The King Home
on
Auburn
Street
a
National
Monu m ent,

...
1947: King is licensed to preach
and becomes assistant to his fath e r
who is pastor of the Ebe nezer Rap'.
tist Church in Atlanta .

.,.

.

1948 February l5: King is ordained to the Baptist minist1·v.
June: King graduates from Mo1·~house College with a B.A. in sociology. September: King e nter s Crozer
Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. After hearing
Dr. A. J . Muste and Dr. Mordecai
W. Johnson preach on the life and
teaching of Mahatma Gandhi, he begins to study Gandhi seriously .
1951 June: King graduates from
Crozer with a Bachelo1· of Di\·init,Y.

-~
1953 June 18: King- mal'l'ies Coretta Scott in Marion, Alabama.

...

1954

May 17: The Su preme C'ou1t

of the Cn ited States rnlt•s unanimousl.1· in fJm11 ·11 v. J-:,u ml 11(/','i/11 ml io11 that racial seg-.-egation in
publit sc hools is unconstitutional.
October 31: King is installed bv his
fathe1· as the t 11·entil'th pastor ,;rtlw
DexH•r A1·enue Chun·h in Mont g-om e r.1·. Alabama.

...

1955 June 5: King· rt·l·ein•s a
Ph . I>. in S_vstt•matil' Tlwology from
Roston Cni 1·crsit.1·. No\'ember 17:
Yolanda Denisl'. tlw King-,: lir,.:t
child. is bol'll. December I : In
Montµ.-omer.1·. Alabama. Hosa Parks.
a fo1ty-two-yea1·-old st•,unstn•ss.
refuses to re linquish her bus seat
to a whit e man and is a rrested . December 5: The first da\· of the
Montgomer~· bus bo,vc;>tt. The
Montgomery Impron•me nt Ass()(:iation is formed and I>i-. King- is
unanimously elected prl'sident of
the organization. December 10: The
Montgomer,v bus company su,-;pencl,-; service in black neighbor hood,-;.

..

1956 January

30: A bomb i,-;
thrown onto.t he porch of the King,;'
Montgomery home. Coretta King,
Yolancla King, and chm·ch membl'!'
Lucy Williams are in the houst•: no
one is injured. February 2: A suit is
fil ed in fede1·al dist ri ct court askingthat Montµ.-omer,\'s tra\·e l seµ.- regation laws be declared tmconstitutional. Fe bruary l 1: Dr. King- is inclictecl with other fi µ.-u1·es in tlw
Montgome1·,\· bu,- boycott on the
cha!')!."(' of being- part.,· to a conspiracy to hindc1· and pn•n•nt the opt•1·atio11 of business 11·ithout "just m·
ll•gal caus(•." June 4: A L'nitt-cl
Stall'>' district court rnles that ral'ial >'l'l,rl'(•gation on cit\" bus lines is
llll('OllStitutional. October 30: Ma1·11r
\\'.A . "Tackey·· Ga.de of Montµ.-<;lll t•ry inst1·m·ts tlw l'ity's leg-al depart-

I l . t ·.. In· ( ;r1•1·lwund hu, shurt I,·
alh·r th;, ~upi,•nw t 'uu1·t has uut law ed s,•g-n•gati1t11 in int,·rstatt•
l ranspurt at ion t1•rmi 11als.

ii

1962

tin and Coretta King- spt•nd st•1·prn]
weeks in Ind ia as )!."Ul'sts of Prinw
Minister Nehru. st ud_l'i11g t:anclhi's
tl·chniqUl'S of ll Oll\"iOll·nce.

September .?O: .Jaml's :\11•rpdith makes his fi1·st attt•mpt t" 1·11 roll at thl' l ' ni nrsit,1· of Mississippi .
He is al'luall,I' 1•nr"l11·d h,I' Supn•nw
('ourt on lt•r and is t•st·ortt•d onto tlw
Oxford. Mi ssiss ippi tam pus b~· l · .S .
marshals on (ktobe r I. October 16:
Dr. Kin)! meets \,·i th Pre:sident
Ke nned\· at the White House for a
one-hmi'r confe1·ente.

1960 January l4: The King famil,v
mo\·es to Atlanta . Dr. King becom(;'s topastor, with his father. of
the Ebe nezer Baptist Chlll-ch. February 1: Students in Greensboro,
North Carolina launch widely publicized sit-ins which spark a wave
of simila1· protests throughout the
south . February 17: A warrant i,:;
is:-ued for Dr. King's arrest on
charges that he did not pay his 195G
and 1958 Alabama state income
taxeR. April 15: The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) is founded to coordinate

1963 March .?8: Bel'llice Albe1tine.
the Kings' fourth chilfl, is born.
March-Apri l: S it -in demon,:;trations
are held in Birmingham to prntest
segr egation of eating facilitie:s. D1·.
King is arrested during the demonstration. April 16: Dr. King writes
"Letter from a Birmingham Jail"
while imprison~cl for demonstrating. May 3, 4, 5: Eugene '' Bull" Connor . director of public safety of Birmingham. 01·ders the u:se of polite
dog s and fire ho:ses on the man·hinir
prntest o1·"· May 20: Th e Sup1·em~
Court of the U nited States rnles
·Birmingham's seµ.-regation urcli-

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Luther King, Sr., Christine Farris, Sister
A_D,(Alfred

Daniel), brother, Martin Luther King, Jr., Coretta

Scott· King, wife.
ment to !incl a legal means to stop
the ope1·ation of ca1· pool,;, the transpo1tation s_l's t em used during- the
bo,1·cot t. November 13: The LTnited
:-tates Supreme Court affirms the
decision of the clistril't comt in cledai'ing unconstitutional Alabama's
state and local laws requiring sc>g-1·eg-ation on bu,-;es. December lO: Federal injunctions prohibiting- se)!reg-ation on buses a re Sl'rv ed on bus
compan,\' officials. Injunctions arc
al,-;o sen ·ed on cit 1· and Alabama
state officials. December l 1: Mont gomer.1· buses arc integrate<! .

...

1957 January l7 : An une xploded
bomb is clisco\·e1·ecl · on the King,;·
front pm-ch. February: The Southern Ch rist ia n Leacle1·ship Conference (SC LC) is formed . lli-. King- i,elected its pr!:'sident. May 17: Dr.
King deliwr,-; a :'peel·h at the
Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom in
Washington , D.C. The pilgrimage
wa:s held on the third anniversarv
of the Supreme Cou1t's desegregation decision. September: President
Dwight D. Eisenhower federnlizes
the Arkansas National Guard to escort nine black :student,; t o an a llwhite high :school in Little Rock .
A1·kan:sa:s. September 9: The tir:st
ci \·il right,; act :since Reconstn1ttion
is pas,-;ed b~· Cong-res:-, c1·eat inµ.- the
Ci\·il Right,; C'ommi:s:sion aml the
C"i\·il Riµ.-hts Divi:sion of the Depart ment of.Justice. October B : Martin
LuthPr King- 11 I. the Kinµ.-s · sel'Oll< I
child, is horn.

..

1958

June B: I>1·. King: I:0,1· Wil kins. eXl'l'Ut in• din•l·t or of!'-: AACI':
A . l'hilip Handolph. ci\·il ri,1.d1ts acti\·ist and found,•r of till' l'ull man
l'ort,,1 .. ,. l 'nin•rsit \"; and l.t·stp1·
t;rang-,•r. t·x<·t·utin.' din•l"lo1· of till'
:'\a tion a l l ' rha n L,·agu,·. mt•l't 11·ith
l'n•s idt•nt Eist•nhow,•1·. September:
Dr. King-·s hook Strid<" 1'1111·,1,·t!
f' n ·,·t!,1111 : Tlw .l/ ,11,ty,1111, •ry :-;1,,,-y
is puhlislwd . September lO: I> r.
King is stahlll'd in till' dws t h,I' Izola
l'ur1·1· \1·hilt• lw is in a N1•11· York
( 'it.,· <ll•pa1tnw nt ston• autog-raph ing- his l'l•t·t·ntl~· puhlislwd book.
0

....

1959

February .?- March IO: Mai·-

..

...

.)a('kson . Mississippi . AUl(USI .?8: In
Washington, D.C . . tlw :\lan·h on
Washing-ton is held . Dr. Ki11l! cll'li1 1•rs hi~ " I Han• a Dn•am " .spp1•1·h
on tlw stl'ps of tlw I. ineoln :\h•11101ial. Nm-cmber H : Prl.'sidl'nt Kenm~h·
i~ a~:-:a:-::-:inatt•<l in Dal la:--, 'l\ ;\a:-:. ·

...

1

1964 March 7: Bl"'~'-" Sundal".
..\hout Ii.i t) nwrdwrs in ~l'lma 1n•;.,.
atta,·kt•d h,I' poli,·1• 11 i1•lding- tt•, 11·
j.!a:-. t•lul>s and bullwhips. Tlw assa ult. l'l'l'tll'tlt•d h1· till' national
nwdia. ll'ft iO hla~·ks hospi tali z,·d
and anot lwr iO injurt•tl. Summer:
( 'oundl or 1-"t•derat,•d 01·(!,111izations
(( 'OH)) initiat,·~ a rnt;•,·- rl'(!i stration dri ve. l'llll b1· blal·k and whill'
stu<k•nts. t·,illed· tlw Mississippi
Su111111e1· Projel't . June: I>r. King's
hook \\'It !/ \\'c Cutt'/ 11',r il is puhlislwd. Ju ne l 1: Thn•l' ci\·il 1·il!ht,workt•rs~ lanws ( ' ha1wy , An,in•11·
(:oodman . and Mich.wl Sd11n•l"lll'l"arl.' n •po1·tt•cl missing- aft1•r a short
trip to Philadelphia, Mississippi.
Their bodi t•s ai·t' found s ix \l"l'l'b
later b,\· FBI aire nt s. Ju l)·: Dr. Kingattends the "ig ni nµ.- ofthl· Public At·commoclation,; Bill. part oft lw ('i1·il
Rights Act of Hlli--1. by Presid,•nt
Lyndon B. John:son in the Whitt•
Hou,-e. August: Riot,- vccur in N1•w
.Je1·,;ey, Illinois, and Pennsvl\'ania.
September 18: Dr. Kin)! has.an audience with Pope Paul VI at the Vatit,m.
December I 0: Dr. King- reteives the
Nobel Prize in Oslo. Norway.
•i'

1965 February 2 1: Malcolm X is
assassinated in New York City.
Ebenezer
Baptist
Oiurch

student protest at Shaw Uniwr:;itv
in Raleigh. North Carnlina. on ~
temporar,v ba:-is. It become:< permanent in October 1960. May l 8:
Di·. King i:s atquitted of the tax evasion charge b~· an all-white jury in
Montgomer_l' . June l4: Dr. King- has
aconference withJohn F. Kenned,·
candidate for president of ti;~
lln ited Stall's, about rati al mattp1·s. October I 9-l7: Dr. King- is
arrested at an Atlama sit -in and is
jailed on a charg-l' of \·iolatinl! t lw
state·~ trespass law. That l'hal'(!l' is
drnpped but King is s till held ·,ma
tha1·µ.-t• of \"iola t i Ill! hi,- prohat ion in
a traftk a!TPst ,·ast•. H1• is ultimately t rans t°t'1n•d to l:l'ids1·ilh·

March 9: Unitarian minister James
Reeb is beaten by four white segregationists in Selma and dies two
nays later. March 15: P resident
Johnson addresses t he nation and
Congress, describing the voting
rights bill he will submit, and uses
the slogan of the civil rights movement, "We Shall Overcome." March
2 1-25: Over three thousand protest marchers leave Selma for a
march to Montgomery, protected

Auburn House
U vingRoom.

(Continued_ on Page 1.1)

Civil Right5
SOME EARLY SIGNI FICANT DOCUMENTS in American History which bear a special relevance to the context of Black History in the United States:
THE GERMANTOWN MENNON IT E RESOLUTION AGAINST SLAVERY (1 688) rep resents the
earliest such protest for mally voiced in Co lonial Ameri c a. It was passed 69 years after the
introduction of the first Neg ro sl aves in Am erica.
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (1776) . The fi nal version, as ac ce pted by Congress did not c o ntain a paragra ph writte n byThomas Jefferso n from w hich the fo llowing excerpt was taken : " He has w aged cruel war against human nature, violatin g its most sacred
rights of hie an d liberty in the persons o f a distant people who never offended him, captivat ing and carrying them into slavery in another hemisphere, or to incur miserable death in their
transportation thi ther - - -...
THE CONSTITUTION OF TH E UNITED STATES (1787) : Contains passages attesting to the
conservatism existing in the U. S., provides tor extension of slavery for a 20 year period.
and contains the so called " three-fifth compromise .··
THE BILL OF RIGHTS (1791 ): Intended to protect certain Rights of the peo ple
GEORGE WASHI NGTON 'S LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT : The First President Frees His
Slaves (1799) . W ill also reflec t concern for the financial welfare and education of his
former slaves.
ACT TO PROHIBIT THE IMPORTATION OF SLAVES (1807) .
THE MISSOURI COMPROMISE (1819-1921) .
INAUGURA L EDITION OF FREEDOM "S JOURN A L : FIRST NEGRO NEWSPAPER IN THE
U. S. A. (1827), owned and edited by Samuel Cornish and John B. Russwurm .
THE LIBERATOR : MOST FAMOUS ABOLITIONIST NEWSPAPER IN THE UNITED STATES
(1 831) . Its founder, Wm . Lloyd Garrison, was white .
THE NORTH STAR: The Ab olitionist Organ of Frederick Douglass (1847) .
THE COMPROMISE OF 1850 : Contained the Fugitive Slave Act
' -WHAT TO THE SLAVES IS THE FOU RTH OF JULY?" : Frederick Douglass Independence
Day Add ress (1852).
THE KANSAS-NEBRASK A ACT (1854) , repeale d the M issouri Compromise giving the territories the right to decide 1f they would be slaves o r f ree.
EMANC IPATIO N PROCLA MATIO N (1863) .
TH E FREEDMEN "S BUREAU (1865), designed to provide basic health and educational
services for freedmen .
·
THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT (1865) . Abolishes slavery.
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT (1866) , designed to protect freedmen from The Black Codes and
other repressive legislation .
THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT (1868) , defined U. S. C1t1zensh1p .
THE Fl~TEENTH AMENDMENT (1870), established the right to vote
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT (1875) proh1b1ted racial d1scrim1nat1on in public accommodation
BO OKER T. WASHINGTON "S " ATLANTA COMPROMISE " SPEECH (1895 ), Controve rsial
TH E UNIVERSAL NEGRO IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION SPEECH, N. Y C - (1922 ). by
Marcus Garvey, the precursor of present day Negro Nat1onal1st Movement.
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACTS OF 1957 and 1960: First comprehensive federal C1v1I Rights
legislation in the 20th Century
LETTER FROM A BIRMINGHAM JAIL (1963) . This letter with the Birmingham ·Manifesto
(1963) heralded Martin Luther King 's legacy to t:3Iack A m.;ricans .
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964, and subsequent acts, manifestos, and Executive orde rs ,
expanded leg isl atio n and concerns for the Righ ts of al l Americ ans.
O
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY ACTION
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(714) 787-2262
Lois Carson, Director
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Don Griggs
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1929-1968
Marti n Luther King, Jr. was born in A tl an ta,
Georg ia on January 15, 1929. His religiou s upbri ng ing in the King home shaped the destiny
of Marti n Luther King and there by shaped the
desti ny of Blac k Americans , now and for evermore. He graduated from Morehouse College
at the age o f nineteen and entered C roze r
Theolo gica l Seminary in Pennsylvania. He
gradu ated at th e top of his class and was
awarded a Doctorial Fellowship to Boston Universi ty. Upon receiving his Doctorial Degree in
1955 Martin Luther King came back to the South
to Pastor the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
in Montgomery, Alabama . King founded the
So uthern Chr istian Leadership Conference in
Atlanta on January 10, 1957 to coordinate all
civil rights activities. On December 1O, 1964
at the age of 35, he received the Nobel Peace
Prize . Marti n Luther King was assassinated
while protesting the rights of 1,200 sanitation
work ers in Memp his, Tennessee on April 4,
1968.
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Fifth District
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nThe ultimate measure of a
man is not where he stands in *
moments of comfort and
convenience/ but where he
stands at times of challenge
and controversy.''
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- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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John Joyner
First District
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We urge residents of
San Bernardino Count'
to join us as
Cal McElwain
Second District
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Barbara Cram Riordan
Third District
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We Salute
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and his contributions
to mankind.
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Gus James Skropos
Fourth District
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Riverside County
Supervisors:
In memory of a great American,
Martin Luther King, Jr. We shall
all strive to make his dream a reality
for all people.

Norton Younglove, District 5
and Walt P. Abraham, District 1

Evlyn Wilcox, Mayor
City of San Bernardino

Martin Luther King Statue
in San Bernardino is the
largest one in the world
of Martin Luther King, it·
stands 11 feet tall.

Salutes First Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
National Holiday
"There is nothing in all the world greater than
freedom."

Bourns acknowledges the many
contributions made by Blacks in the
growth and development of Ameri~-

1916-1986

ANNIVERSARY

RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE
"A Commitment to Learning "

AS WE JOIN IN SALUTING
HISTORY...
WE SHALL ALSO JOIN IN
.PLANNING THE FUTURE.

As we celebrate our 70th Anniversary
at Riverside City College, we pause to pay honor to
the life of Dr~ Martin Luther King, Jr. with our
Nation's First Annual Day of Tribute.

©

infor~·a tion concerning a position in the field of
engineering, contact:

TOM DICKSON
1200 Columbia Avenue
Riverside, CA. 92507
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(Continued from Page l J)
by federal t roops. They are joined
along the way by a total of twentyfive t housand mar~hers. t:pon
reaching th e capitol t hey hear an
addres;s- by Dr. King. March 25 .
Viola Liuzzo is shot ancl killecl while
driving a marcher from Montgomery to elma. August 6: The 1965
Voting Rights Act is signecl by
President Johnson. August 11-16:
Thirty•fi\·e people die in riot; in the
Watts area ofLo,s Angeles. California.

Montgomery's
DEXTER AVE. BA

CHURCH

{ King's Chur

,i

1966

Dr. King rent~ an apartment in a Chicago ghet to. February
23: In Chicago. Dr. King- meet;
with Elijah :\luhammacl. leacll't' of
the Xation of blam . liarch: Dr.
King take~ O\·er a Chicago ,-lum
builcling ancl is ~ue<I b~· its owner.
March l5: The Supreme Court of
the Cnitecl tates ntle~ that am·
poll tax is unconstitLllional. May 16:
Dr. King agrees to sen·e a,- cochai1·man of Clergy and La~·mt•n Concerned about Viet nam. An ant iwar
statement by lk King i; reacl at a
large Washington. D.l' .. rally to
protest the war in Vietnam. June:
tokelv Car michael and Willie
Ricks:both of NCC. u;e the slogan "Black Power ." June 6: J ames
Meredit h is shot soon after beginning his 220-mile "March Against
Fear" from Memphis, Tennessee ,
to Jackson. Mississippi. July 10: Dr.
King lau nches a rlrh·e to make
Chicago an "open city" in regard to
housing.

Maxwell Air Force Base

---

...

.

1967 January: Dr. King writ es his
book Wh ere Do We Gufro111 Here?
while in Jamaica, West lnrlie,;.
March 12: Alabama i,; orderer! to
desegregate all public schools.
March 25: Dr. King attacks the government's Vietnam policy in a
speech at t he Chicago Coliseum .
April 4: Dr. King makes a statement
about t he war in Vietnam at the
Riverside Church in New York
City. July 12- 17. Twenty-three
people die and 725 are injured in
the riots in Newark, New Jersey.
July 23-30. Forty-three die and 324
are injured in the Detroit riots. July
26: Dr. King, A. Philip Randolph,
Roy Wilkins, and Whitney Young,
Jr. (executive director of the National C rban League), appeal for an
end to the riots. November 27: Dr.
King announces the formation by
CLC of a Poor People's Campaign ,
with the aim of representing the
problems of poor blacks and whites.

1968 February 12: Sanitation
worke1·s st1·ike in Memphis, Tennessee. March 28: Dr. King leads
six thousand p1·otestors on a march
through downtown Memphis in support of striking sanitation workers.
Disorders break out during which
black youth s loot stores. One per;;on is killed. fift y people are injurer!. April 3: Dr. King delivers
"l\·e Been to the Mountaintop" at
the Memphis Masonic Temple. April
4: Dr. King is shot at the Lon·aine
Motel in Memphis. He dies in St.
Joseph's Hospital. April 4-11 : Riots

erupt in 125 cities around t he country, including t he nation's capit al.
April 7-9: Dr. King lies in state at
Spelman College in At lanta. Georgia. Mour ners file by at the rate of
twelve hundred per hour. April 8:
Coretta King. Yolanda King. Martin
King III. Dexter King. and Ralph
Abernath\' lead a memorial march
for Dr. K'ing in Memphis. April 9:
The funeral of Dr. King is held at
the Ebeneze r Bapti $t Church. He
i~ laid to rest at t he South View
Cemeter.1·.

Self Serve at

Anal resting
place of
Martin Luther
King, Jr.

-~

Big Red Quick Print
Remembers

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
On the First National Holiday

3¢per

Copy
8½ x 11 - White - 20#

3594 14th Street (At 14th & Orange Street)
Riverside, cA. 92501

(714) 784-4100

--~·-·-~----~--·- ------ ----Now is the time to make
real the promises of
Democracy.
Now is the time to make
justice a reality for all of
God's children."
Rey. Martin Luther King

Assemblyman
Jerry Eaves 66th Dist.
241 E. Baseline
Suite D.
Rialto, CA.
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SALUTE TO

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
First National Holiday
THERE IS NOTHING IN ALL THE WORLD
GREATER THAN FREEDOM.
It is worth paying for; It Is worth losing
a job for; It Is worth going to jail for.
I would rather be a free pauper than a
rich slave. I would rather die In abject poverty
with my convlcdons than live in Inordinate
riches with the lack of self respect.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
RIVERSIDE BOARD SUPERVISORS

San BlnWCllno Ocramy 8choo1I
Quill I. T. . .11, Jr,, laporlale-t

********

Walt P. Abraham,
Melba Dunlap,
District 1
District 2
Kay Ceniceros Patricia Corky-Larson
District 3
District 4
Norton Younglove
District 5
4080 Lemon • Riverside

SALUTE TO

~crnaL
Touch

We Salute The
DREAMER
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Gladys & Phyllis
2730 University/Riverside, CA.
682·9665

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
First National Holiday

Warren J. Small
Attorney at Law

WWs, Bankruptcy, Dissoludons,
Personal Injuries, Criminal Matters,
Juvenile Law

Mary Ellen Daniels
Attorney At Law

SALUTE TO
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING.JR.
The ultimate measure of a man is not
where he stands In moments of comfort
and convenience, but where he stands at
times of challenge and controversy.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Crocker Bank Building
4075 Main Street, Ste. 220
Riverside, CA. 92501
(714) 782-4444

SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT
THROUGH ITS TWO CAMPUSES SALUTES

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
You are cordially Invited:

MEMORIAL SERVICE: CHC (Yucaipa) . TRIBUTE TO DR. KING: SBVC
Noon, Jan. 17, Performing Arts Center
featuring
Dr. Herman Hubbard, pastor,
Community Baptist Church, and
the Radio Angelical Choir of Redlands

SAN BERNARDINO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT

Noor, Jan. 17, South Dining
featuring
Dr. Mildred Henry of
Cal State University, S.B., and
a~d the SBVC Singers
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You'll find a lot more
than gas at the
Gas Company.

We must forever conduct our struggle
on the high plain of dignity and discipline.
We must not allow our creative protest
to degenerate into physical violence.
We must rise to the majestic heights
of meeting physical force with soul force.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

General Pracdce with Emphasis on: Criminal
Defense, Family Law/Divorce, Personal Injury
3666 University Ave., Ste. 300
Riverside, CA. 92501

(714) 781-5950

E.S.J.
Photography

It's Here!

Sam James & Family

DICK GREGORY'S
BAHAMIAN DIET!

682-9550
Riverside, CA.
I
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DR. KING IS GONE BUT
HIS DREAM LIVES ON
Be A "New You!"

Call 684-9565

The Conservation Hotline.
The Southern California Gas Company is as concerned
about energy conservation as you are. Just call our
Conservation Hotline at 1·800-352-4124 and we'll be
happy to help you find
ways of conserving both
energy and money.
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I Have A Dream
by
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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as the Negro's basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a larger one.
We can never be satisfied as long as our children are stripped of their - •
selfhood and robbed of their dignity by signs stating "For Whites Only."
We cannot be satisfied as long as the Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and
a Negro in New York believes he has nothing for which to vote. No, no,
we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down
like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream.
I am not unmindful that some of vou have come here out of qreat
trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from narrow jail
cells. Some of you have come from areas where your quest for freedom
left you battered by the storms of persecution and staggered by the winds
of police brutality. You have been the veterans of creative suffering.
Continue to work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to South
Carolina, go back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to the slums
and ghettos of our nothem cities. knowinQ that somehow this situation can
and will be changed. Let us not wallow in the valley of despair.
I say to you today, my friends , so even though we face the
difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. it is a dream deeply
rooted in the American dream.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the
true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident;
that all men are created equal."
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the
sons of former slaves and the sons of former slaveowners will be able to
sit down together at the table of brotherhood; I have a dream··
That one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with
the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be
transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice; I have a dream-That my four little children will one day live in a nation where they
will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of
their character; I have a dream today.
I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious
racists, with its governor having his lips dripping with the words of inter·
position and nullification, one day right there in Alabama little Black boys
and Black girls will be able to join hands with little White boys and White
girls as sisters and brothers; I have a dream today-I have a dream that one dav everv vallev shall' be exalted. everv
hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will be made
plane and crooked places will be made straight, and the glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.
This is our hope. This is the faith that I go back to the South with.
With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone
of hope. With this faith we will be able to transform the jangling discords of
our nation into a beautiful symphony of brotherhood. With this faith we
will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to
jail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we will be free
one day.
This will be the day .. .This will be the day when all of God's children
will be able to sing with new meaning "My country 'tis of thee, sweet land
of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's
pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring," and if America is to be a
great nation--this must become true.
So let freedom ring--from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire,
let freedom ring; from the mighty mountains of New York, let freedom
ring--from the heightening Alleghenies of Pennsylvania!
Let Freedom ring from the snowcapped Rockies of Colorado!
Let freedom ring from the curvaceous slopes of California!
But not only that; let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia!
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee!
Let freedom ring from every hill and mole hill of Mississippi. From
every mountianside, let freedom ring, and when this happens.
When we allow freedom to ring, when we let It ring from every village
and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we will be able to speed
up that day when all of God's children, Black men and White men, Jews
and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and
sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! Free at last!
thank God almighty, we are free at last!"

I am happy to join with you today in what will go down in history
as the greatest demonstration for freedom in the history of our nation.
Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic shadow
we stand today, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This momentous
decree came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro
slaves, who had been seared in the flames of withering injustice.
It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long night of their captivity.
But one hundred years later, the Negro is still not free. One hundred
years later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of
segregation and the chains of discrimination. On hundred years later, the
Negro lives on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast
ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the Negro is still
languished in the comers of American society and finds himself an
exile in his own land. So we have come here today to dramatize
a shameful condition.
In a sense we've come to our nation's Capitol to cash a check. When
the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a
promissory note to which every American was to fall heir. This note
was a promise that all men--yes, Black men and well as White men-would be guaranteed the unalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness .
It is obvious todav that America has defaulted on this promissary
note, insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead of honoring
this sacred obligation, America has given the Negro people a bad check;
a check which has come back marked "insufficient funds ." But we refuse to
believe that the bank of justice is bankrupt. We refuse to believe that
there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this
nation. So we've come to cash this check--a check that will give us upon
demand the riches of freedom and the security of justice. We have also
come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of
now. This is not the time to engage in the luxury of cooling off or to take the
tranquilizing drug of gradualism. Now is the time to make real the
promises of Democracy, Now is the time to rise from the dark
and desolate valley of segragation to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now
is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial injustice to the
solid rock of brotherhood. Now is the time to make justice a reality for
all of God's children.
'
It would be fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of the moment.
This sweltering summer of the Negro's legitimate discontent will not pass
until there is an invigorating autumn of freedom and equality. Nineteen
sixty-three is not an end, but a beginning. Those who hope that the Negro
needed to blow off steam and will now be content will have a rude
awakening if the nation returns to business as usual. There will be neither
rest nor tranquility in America until the Negro is granted his citizenship
rights. The whirlwinds of revolt will continue to shake the foundations of
our nation until the bright day of justice emerges.
But there is something that I must say to my people who stand on
the warm threshold which leads into the palace of justice. In the process of
gaining our rightful place we must not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us
not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of
bitterness and hatred.
We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity
and discipline. We must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into
physical violence. Again and again we must rise to the majestic
heights of meeting physical force with soul force. The marvelous new
militancy which has engulfed the Negro community must not lead us to a
distrust of all White people. For many of our White brothers, as evidenced
by their presence here today, have come to realize that their destiny is
tied up with our destiny. And they have come to realize that their
freedom is inextricably bound to our freedom. We cannot walk alone.
And as we walk, we must make the pledge that we shall always
march ahead. We cannot turn back. There are those who ask the
devotees of civil rights, "When will you be satisfied?" We can never be
satisfied as long as the Negro is th'e victim of the unspeakable horrors of
police brutality. We can never be satisfied an long as our bodies, heavy
with the fatigue of travel, cannot gain lodging in the motels of the
highways and the hotels of the cities. We cannot be satisfied as l~ng
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\\"hen e,il men plot. good
rnen must plan. \\'hen evil
men burn and bomb, good
men must build and bind.
\Vhen f;.Vil men shout ugly
words of hatred, good men
must con1mit themseh'es
to the glories of love.
\Vhere evil men would seek
to perpetuate an unjust
status quo, good men n1ust
seek to bring into being
a real order of justice.

AMERICA HAS HAD
MANY GREAT LEADERS

Ha·. Mart in Luther Ki n~ Jr.

Bring your pledge card in and receive a Free ice tea from:
Myzz Edyee's Soul Food Diner
4104 Park Avenue and 11th Street
Riverside, CA. (714) 369-3467

Living The

ream

.....

• .' ~
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In honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s life and work, I pledge
to do everything that I can to make America and
the world a place where equality and justice, freedom and peace
will grow and flourish.

(

.

BUT ONLY ONE KING.

On January 20, 1986, I , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•
(Name)
commit myself to living the dream by:
Loving, not hating
Showing 1:1nderstandi11g, no~ anger
Making peace, not war.

His dream was to make America work for all of us.
Join us in celebrating the birth of this great American.

--

Address---------------------~-------.
Please Check Age Group: Under 18 O 18-35 0
36-55 0 Over 55 0
Be a part of history. Sign and mail the pledge card which will be kept in the archives of The King Center, our national memorial to his lif
nd
legacy.
)
Martin Luther King, Jr.

a

PLEDGE CARD SPONSORED
BY MYZZ EOYEES
DINER
SOUL FOOD

Federal Holiday Commission
Suite5182
45l~venthStreet, S.W.
Washmgton, D.C. 20410

NO MATTER.WHERE YOU FIND
BANK OFAMERICA
YOU.LL FIND THE STRENGTH OF
CALIFORNIA·s LEADING BANK.
MAGNOLIA TYLER
781-3340

RIVERSIDE MAIN
781-3325

•

•
SAN BERNARDINO MAIN
383-6201

•
REDLANDS
798-8221

m

•

ARLINGTON
781-3535

•

CORONA
737-1551

•

HEMET
929-8650

FONTANA
829-2330

•

•

MAGNOLIA.CENTER
781-3335

•
COLTON
370-5510

UNIVERSITY-CHICAGO
781-3355

~
~
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Bank of America is an active participant in the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program. For more information call (818) 578-7626.
-
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The Publishers & Family
of the Black Voice News
Feel a great sense of pride in publishing
this Salute to the First National Holiday
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The Dream Lives on Through All Of Us!

Front row: (L to R) Regina Brown, Oleryl Brown,
James Lee, Justin Lee, Hardy .Brown, Sr.; ·
Back Row: Paulette Brown, Lynn Renee Brownlee, Johnathan Lee, and Hardy Brown, Jr.

lverybody can bt' grC'Jt . Be<

dLl"'t'

Jn~·t.(,d\ tan

,e,ve . You don't hJ, t· lo ho:1, e d, o!lf')(f' (!t'):.!rt·t· 1n

Join ITEX of San

Bernardino in Saluting

serve. You don ' t hdve 10 ma~P HllH .,uhiec t Jnd
vour .. erb Jgree to .,t>rve You don ·r

havP to know about PldtO Jnd

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Aristotle to <:,en,P . You don ·, ha..,e

to know Einstein's Theor1 of Relativity to ser\'e . You don't have to

"In a real sense all life is inter-related. All men are caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of
destiny. Whatever affects one directly affects all indirectly.
I can never be what I ought to be until you are what you
ought to be, and you can never be what you ought to be
until I am what I ought to be. This is the inter-related
structure of reality.
REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

,

know

the

second

thf'ory

ot

thermo-dynamrcs in physic; to serve . You only
need a heart full of grace . A ,oul generated by
love.

Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.

CREDITS: Special thanks to the California Martin Luther King Commission,
American Visions Magazine and the King Center for Non-Violent
Social Change In Atlanta, and to Dr. King, who lived and died for our right
to freedom.
Special thanks to Hardy Brown who inspired this section of the January 16,
1986, Black Voice News.
STAFF:
Typesetter ................ . ...... . .............. . ... Hazel L. Allen
Design . ..... . ............ . .. . ........................ Bonita Pitts
Sales ...... ... ........................ . .... Don Griggs, Hazel Allen
Proofreader........................................ Steven Watson
Publishers .............................. .. . Hardy and Cheryl Brown
Black
Voice
News,
P.O.
Box
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Riverside,
92502

JOIN ITEX OF SAN BERNARDINO,
BARTING CLUB!
For more information Call: (714) 381-6673

(714) 682-6070, 6111/889-0605
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• Monrol! Frt!t' Prt!Ss (LA)
• Montgomuy/Tuslct!gl!t 1imt!s (AL)
• Muskogu Oklahoma Eaglt! (OK)
• Ntwarlc/Essa Suburban Grt'all!r Nt!ws (NJ)
• Nt!W Orlt!ans Black Data Wukly (AL)
Nt!W York Blaclc Amt!rican (NY)
Nt!W York Daily Challtngt! <Nn
(Nl!W York) Long Island Couriu (NY)
Ntw York Pt!op/t! 's Tribunt <Nn
Nt!W York Rt!cordl!r (NY)
Orangt!burg Black Voiu (SC)
• Orangl!burg Vit!w South Nt!Ws (SC)
• Orlando Tunt!s (FL)
• Palme/lo Posr (SC}
Peoria Voiu of tht! Valley (IL)
• Philadt!lphia Nl!W Oburvt!r (PA)
Phlladt!lphia Spirit (PA)
• Pillsburgh Homl!Wood-Brushton Nl!Ws (PA}
• Portland/Vancouvt!r S/cannl!r (OR)
• Rivusidt! Blac/c Voict! Nt!Ws (CA)
• Rochl!Slt!r Commwticadt! (Nn
• Rock Hill Blaclc Nt!Ws (SC)
• St. Louis Crusadt!r (MO)
• San Francisco Nt!w Bayvil!W Nt!Ws (CA)
San Frandsco/Sacraml!nto Obsl!rvtr
Nt!Wspapl!rs Group (CA)
Sarasota Wukly Bulletin (FL)
Savannah Tribunt! (GA)
• St!01tlt! Facts (WA)
• Sumpur Black Post (SC)
• Tacoma Facts (WA)
Tacoma Northwt!sl Dispatch (WA)
Tallahassee Capiral Outlook (FL)
Tampa Dollar Stretchl!r (FL}
• Tt!xarlcana lnsighr (TX}
• Tulsa Oklahoma Eaglt! (OK)
• Washington lnforml!r (DC)
• (Washington) Nt!W Oburvu (DC)
• Wt!st Palm Bt!ach Florida Photo Nl!Ws (FL)
All of lht! nt!Wspapt!rs in Tiu BMI Coopt!r'Olivt! art! considt!red publisht!rs of tht! MONITOR. &caUSt! of cost limirations in printing, WI! cannot providl! MONrTORsfor all of
our publishus. ThoSI! marlct!d with a bullet are our present
carril!rs.
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Editorial ~otes. ••••••••••••
First, we need to report an oversight in
our December Cover Story on the National
Council for Black Studies. We failed to
mention the strong working relationship
that has developed between Dr. William
Little, Chairman of the Black Studies
Department at Portland State University,
and BMI Publisher Bernie Foster of The
Portland Skanner, an AOIP-participating
newspaper. Together, Dr. Little and Mr.
Foster have developed a most innovative
Media Training Program combining journalism and Black Studies in which students
earn five academic credits.

I

Cooperative of over 120 Black print media
owners across the nation, began its
"bootstraps" series of cover stories in
December, 1977. A frequent, and usually
exasperated, comment has been, "how can
we pull ourselves up with no bootstraps?' '
Nonetheless, the Black publishers who
form The BMI Cooperative, led by Dr.
Calvin Rolark, could not perceive of an
economically viable or stable future for our
people based upon the unpredictable
largess of White America.

D

The national Assault On Illiteracy Program (AOIP), which involves more than
80 Black-led organizations, working interorganizationally to address the Black illiteracy predicament, is a product of The
BMI Cooperative's belief that we must
look to ourselves for our salvation .

The National BLACK MONITOR,
which is published by The BM I

But organizations are made up of individuals-and which one ofus has not ask-

We congratulate Dr. Little and Mr.
Foster on this creative approach to literacy
enhancement and cultural enrichment.
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ed, "can I, one person, make a difference?"
We are delighted to start the New Year
with a Cover Story about a God-inspired
man who has made a difference in this
country and abroad-"The Rev. Dr. Leon
Howard Sullivan: Master Builder For All
Mankind."
Leon Sullivan was deeply influenced by
his grandmother's deathbed wish that he
help his people and not let the devastating
poverty she had experienced happen to
someone else. He has found creative ways
in which individuals working together can
make the seemingly impossible, possible.
We believe that our readers of all ages
will be inspired by this first part of the
Sullivan story. The February issue will

(Continued on Next Page)

Published cooperatively by member publishers of The Bf11 Cooperative. Dr. Calvin
Rolark is chairman. Ms. Jeanne Jason is the executive editor of the National BLACK
MONITOR ... an NAMD-inspired communications entity. National offices for the National BLACK MONITOR and for The BMI Cooperative are at 4/0 Central Park
West, PH-C, New York, NY 10025. (212) 222-3555 or (212) 867-0983.
Please Note: We are not responsible for unsolicited manuscripts

D
Cover Design: Ariel Michael Design Studio, New York, New York
Cover Story photographs courtesy of the Zion Baptist Church and O/C of America,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Editorial Xotes ....... ....... .
continue its foc us on Dr. Sullivan's inspired works, and will also feature the National Association of M inority Auto
Dealers (NAMAD).

D
January marks not only the beginning of
the New Year, but it is the month during
which we celebrate, as a national holiday,
the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
This year is particularly significant because
it is the first official recognition of Dr.
King's birthday. Not only do we want to
celebrate this man's life, but each of us
must constantly try to continue his good
works by striving always for excellence in
everything we do. In that way, by our continuing to go beyond and begin to support
our own, we will develop our communities
into pride-filled entities for the good of
ourselves and America as a whole.

go back into AOIP- related communitybuilding needs .
We thank the following advertisers for
their support this month, and strongly er?
courage our readers to buy from these and
other advertisers who support the Black
press: R.J . Reynolds Tobacco (MORE);
AT & T; U.S. Army; J.C. Penney; Brown

& Williamson Tobacco (KOOL).

D

Also, very important for you and all of
us to support are our Black-owned
businesses . Start now by checking out the
listing on Page 8 of Black-owned hair care
and beauty aids manufacturers associated
with the American Health & Beauty Aids
Institute (AHBAD .

As always, we look forward to hearing'
from our readers with your questions,
comments and suggestions.
Our best wishes to you for a rewarding
and fulfilling New Year.

Dare to be More
Ici

We plan each January, as a tribute to Dr.
King, to tell the story of someone or some
institution dedicated to making the seemingly impossible, possible.

D
A~ we review last year's progress and
our future goals, let us remember Dr.
King's words:
" Human progress is neither automatic
nor inevitable. Even a superficial look at
history reveals that no social advance rolls
in on the wheels of inevitability. Every step
toward the goal of justice requires
sacrifice, suffering, and struggle; the
tireless exertions and passionate concern
of dedicated individuals. Without persistent effort, time itself becomes an ally of the
insurgent and primitive forces of i"ational
emotionalism and social destruction. This
is no time for apathy or complacency. This
is a time f or vigorous and positive action. ''
''Our nettlesome task is to discover how
to organize our strength into compelling
power so that government cannot elude our
demands. We must develop , from strength,
a situation in which the government finds
it wise and prudent to collaborate with us.
It would be the height of naivete to wait
passively until the administration had
somehow been infused with such blessings
ofgood will that it implored us for our programs. The first course is grounded in
mature realism; the other is childish
fantasy."
''The Negro cannot win ... if he is willing to sell the future ofhis children for his
personal and immediate comfort and
safety. "

D
Beginning this month and continuing
every month, we want to recognize the
advertisers in each issue of this publication. Important for each reader to know is
that all net proceeds from this magazine

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette
Smoke Conta in s Carbon Monoxide.
17 mg. "tar". 1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTCmethod.
Ple<L~ check in :~our ltK'tll BM/ Coo,urutire 11~tt·s1,oper to find nut wht" y-011 /0<.·al(v

c'all

pun·h~ rhis adi·~rtiSt'r 's product(~").
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The Rev. Dr. ~on :1-f. Sullivan:
:,\;faster <Builder For eAll 5\,Iankind
Black America
Fashion giants for our time,
By tens and hundreds and thousands raise them
Let us purge the fears
And submissions that blind us;
Let us banish the ignorance
That chains and impedes us.
Let us seek, t.ogether,
God's power to aid us.

After graduating from West Virginia
State in 1943, Sullivan accepted Adam
Clayton Powell Jr.•~ invitation to come to
New York City. He had heard Powell
preach at the Baptist church in Montgomery, West Virginia. Sullivan was
much impressed with the young pastor of
Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist Church.

Black America
Fashion giants for our time!

Armed with a scholarship to Union
Theological Seminary and the promise of
a job, Sullivan left the hills of West
Virginia for the big city . With Powell's
help, he landed a job as a coinbox collector with Bell Telephone Company of New
York City. He later learned that he was the
first Black in the United States to have that
kind of job.

-Leon Sullivan

1

IN

the minds of many Black Americans,
the Rev. Dr. Leon Howard Sullivan is a
giant for our time and by far the leading
living proponent for justice and equity for
all. What this man of God has done and
continues to do has a positive effectequalled by none-on the optimal, harmonious and equitable kind of change far
beyond these shores.

Sullivan was introduced to Harlem from
the marble pulpit of Abyssinian Baptist
Church. He assisted Powell in the ministry
of the church and found his way into the
streets and many of the hearts of Harlem's
youth. Amid the glamour and excitement
of life in New York, Sullivan sensed that
he was losing his sense of proportion. He
began to feel that he was losing touch with
God.

Sullivan: The Man
~
E foe Leon Howud Sullivan began
on October 16, 1922 in Washington Court,
an unpaved alley, in Charleston, West
Virginia. Like so many Black grandchildren of that era, Leon was raised
largely by his grandmother.

From an early age, Leon was gifted with
brains, enthusiasm and an unusual amount
of zeal. His grandmother also taught him
about God and introduced him to the Bible. She taught Leon that God is allpowerful and that he helps those who help
themselves. On Sunday nights his alley
home was filled with the sound of musicsongs of faith, songs about God and about
hope and freedom.
Thanks to an athletic scholarship,
17-year-old Sullivan entered West Virginia
1 From the poem "Giants For Our Time" written by Sullivan when he was 15 years old.

Rev. Dr. Leon Howard Sullivan

State College in 1939. It was also at this
time that he met Moses Newsome, young
pastor of the First Baptist Church i11
Charleston. Newsome became Sullivan's
closest friend and teacher in his theological
and biblical studies. The young pastor arranged for Sullivan's ordination and helped
him obtain his first two appointments to the
ministry.
In his sophomore year at West Virginia
State, an event took place which was to
seal Sullivan's lifetime mission. After an

illness of several months, his beloved
grandmother died. Her parting words set
the direction of his life's work.
"Leonie," she said, "help your people,
and don't let this kind of thing [devastating
poverty] happen to anybody else."
''I knew that I must be a minister of
God," Sullivan promised, "to work for
Hirn, to help people who were poorpeople who were in the kind of condition
Mama [his grandmother] was in. '. '

In the meantime, Sullivan had met and
married his "young, beautiful and clearheaded" wife , Grace. Together, they
decided that his ministry required that they
leave New York. The call to a small
church in South Orange, New Jersey came
as a godsend. He was able to commute to
New York to continue his graduate work
at Union Theological Seminary and Columbia University.

The South Orange experience also
helped Sullivan find the direction for the
rest of his life. He helped many South
Orange youth find employment opportunities, scholarships and other educational
assistance programs.
In 1950, Rev. SuUivan received the call
to Zion Baptist Church, Philadelphia,
(Co11ti11ued 011 Page 8)

''Pulling Ourselves Up By Our Own Bootstraps'' ... A Series''
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BE KING FOR A DAY.
January 20 marks the first observance of the
national holiday honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
What better way to celebrate his birthday
than by living his dream?
From sunup to sundown, try to see each person as a
brother or sister. Look for the ways in which we
are similar, not different. Try not to make
assumptions based on race. Learn something
new about a different culture.
Commit yourself to world peace.
As a corporation dedicated to bringing the world •
closer together, AT&T is supporting Dr. King's
ideals through our gift to the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Federal Holiday Commission. On January 20, you
can give something more important.
Yourself. Chances are, it's the only present
Dr. King would have wanted.

AT&T
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''What Is Happening Nationally''
This space is made available for listing of monthly events

from our important AOIP and other
community-building organizations

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
This fraternity sponsors voter registration
drives, provides scholarships and is involved
in various educational and community project~ .
Information Contact: Waldo Johnson,
312-373-1819.
American Health and Beauty Aids Institute
(AHBAO
AHBAI is a consortium of Black-owned
health and beauty product manufacturers,
founded in 1981 . who have learned the hard
way that Blacks in every area of endeavor must
work together for survival-or risk being
· destroyed individually. Information Contact:
Lafayette Jones, 312-644-6610.
American Women's Clergy Association
This organization of Black women is
dedicated to family advocacy . Information Contact: Rev . Imagene Bigham Stewart, 214 P St.,
N.W., Washington. DC 20001.
A.E.A.O.N . Mystic Shrine (Shriners)
This is a charitable and fraternal organization whose main thrust is to provide monies for
hospitals, schools and educational grants. Information Contact: 2211 Cass Ave ., Detroit,
MI 48201.
Council of Construction Professionals
A construction industry-oriented organization
that was formed to aid in the development and
betterment of minorities in this industry. Information
Contact :
William
Waters,
212-682--0771.
Council of National Alumni Associations Inc.
Every traditionally Black college urgently
needs help . Get together with the local alumni
association of your college. Please make sure
that you are financial this month. Information
Contact: Thomas Dortch, P.O. Box 396, Atlanta, GA 3030 I .
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
A public service organization comprised of
700 chapters and 125 ,000 members dedicated
to promoting human and community betterment. Information Contact: .Mary B. Hendrick ,
Executive Director, 202-483-5460.
Drifters, Inc.
A group of dynamic women who are
dedicated to educational civic and charitable
programs of their local communities. Drifters
are committed to improving the universal image of womanhood . Infonnation Contact:
201 -736-3198.

Eta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Eta Phi Beta Sorority Inc . has a total of 83
chapters and approximately 8,100 members to
date. We will continue in our growth in order
to lend a helping hand to others. Information
Contact: 1590 I Bunche Park E. Drive,
Opalocka, FL 33054.
Federation of Masons and Eastern Stars
This organization supports projects that include
research in multiple sclerosis and children's
hospitals. Information Contact: P.O. Box 1296,
Austin, TX 78767.
Imperial Court Daughters of Isis
Organized in 1910, the Daughters oflsis unite
in one common bond of friendship to practice
charity and benevolence, to promote general
. welfare and to inculcate honor and integrity.
Information Contact: Grace T. Brooks, Imperial
Recordress , 219-422-8143 .
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity was founded at
Indiana University in 191 I to encourage Black
achievement on college campuses by bringing
Black men of culture, patriotism and honor
together for mutual support. The fraternity now
has 550 chapters with more than 78,000
members . Information Contact: 215-228-7184 .
National Association of Black Women
Attorneys, Inc.
On February 6-9, 1986, we will have our
Twelfth Annual Convention and Red Dress Ball
(the scholarship fundraiser), in Washington,
D.C . at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 400 New
Jersey Avenue, N.W . For information, please
contact our president, Mabel D. Haden, Esq .,
at 506 Fifth St., N.W. , Washington, DC20001 .
Phone: 202-638--0907.

National Association of Colored Women's
Clubs, Inc.
This 86-year-old organization of women
dedicated to promoting the education of women
and girls will be monitoring AOIP so that it will
become a focus in each of their 40 states .
NACWC will focus on youth education . Information Contact: 5808 16th St., N. W . ,
Washington, D.C . 20011
National Association of Media Women, Inc.
A national organization of women , professionally engaged in all branches of mass communications. Information Contact: Mrs. Helene
S. Slater, 360 West 22nd St., Suite l lK, New
York, NY 10011 .

National Association of Negro Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.
The mission of the National Association of
Negro Business and Professional Women's
Clubs, Inc. is to advocate, educate , cooperate
in and implement programs relative to matters
affecting Black women, and therefore, society
as a whole. In connection with the UN Decade
of Women, our primary programmatic thrusts
are health, education and employ ment/economic development. Information Contact: 202-483-4206 .
National Association of University Women
One of our purposes is to sponsor, award ,
promote and fund one or more National
Fellowships for Doctoral Study and do similarly
for scholarships and grants to undergraduate
and graduate study on a national, sectional
and/or local level. Information Contact: I 50 I
11th St. , N.W. , Washington, DC 20009 .
National Caucus and Center on
Black Aged, Inc. (NCBA)
Information Contact: • Kathy Coleman,
NCBA, 1424 K . St., N.W ., Suite 500,
Washington, DC 20005, 202-637-8400.
National Coalition of Title I/Chapter I
Parents
Information Contact: National Parent Center,
1314 14th St., N .W ., Suite 6, Washington,
D.C. 202-483-8822.
National Naval Officers Association
Information Contact: LCDR Ray Daniel,
USNR, Conference Chairman, P.O. Box 1982 ,
Philadelphia, PA 19102.
National Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa, Inc.
Information Contact: Mrs. Adrienne Peevy,
312-375-8283.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is composed
of college men and graduates. It was founded
in 1911 at Howard University based upon the
four cardinal principles of manhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift. Information Contact: 202-667-7158.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
All Phi Beta Sigma members share a twofold
goal : to promote brotherhood and community
service and pursue scholastic excellence. Information Contact : 1327 R St.. N . W . ,
Washington, DC 20011.
United Black Fund of America
An important part of our philosophy is to in-

Are you supporting tht Black businesses and professionals in your community?

sure that non-profit charitable agencies serving
the Black and minority poor receive an equitable
share of the charity dollar. We are proud to
report that in just six short years, the concept
has spread from Washington, D.C. to the four
comers of our nation. Information Contact:
1625 Eye St., N.W., Washington, DC 20006.

Youth Organizations USA (YOUSA)
This organization used to be known as the
National Movement To Boycott Crime, Inc . ,
based in Teaneck, N .J . For more information,
call 201-836-1838.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
A coordinator has been appointed to research '
the levels of education that will fit careers which
will be viable one to ten years from now. It will
aid students in summer work programs, which
might lead to future careers. Career Festivals
and Day Camp for Teens are being planned.
For Information, contact Virginia Hansberry,
305-735-3511.
The roUowlng and other ..11ona1 community.lJuiklinc organlzatlons an: mtlded to listings. However, we have not received their
calendars or events, and ,re are awaiting information from them .
Academy on Human Rights and Peace
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
American Association for Affirmative Action
American Savin~ & Loan League
A>SOCiation ror the Study of Afro-American
ure and History
A ssoclatlon of Black Sociologists
Auo<iation or Corporate Prores,;ionals
Auxil. to the National Medical Association, Inc.
Booker T . Washington Foundation
CME Church
Conrerence or Grand Masters, Prince Hall Masons
Congress of National Black Churches
Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, Inc.
Gospel Music Workshop ol America
I.B.P.O. Elks
Iota Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
Lambda Kappa Mu Sorority, In<.
National Auo<iation ror the Southern Poor
National Association or Black Airline Employees
National Association or Black Reading & Language
Educators
National Association or Black Social Workers, Inc.
National Association or Market Dndopers (NAMD)
National Auo<iation of Negro Musicians
National Raptis'! Convention U.S.A. , Inc.
National Black MBA Association, Inc.
National Black Media Coalition
National Black Police Association
National Black Republican Council
National Business League
National Committee or Black Churchmen
National Council for Black ••amlly & Child
Development
National Council or Negro Women
National Dental Association
National Pan-Hdlenic Council
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
Southern Christian Leadenhip Conrerence (SCLC)
National Student Busln""1 l,eague
Operation PUSH
Opportunities Industrialization Centers or ·
America, In<- (OIC)
Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.
Women's M'JSSiooary Society or U.. AME Church

"Every time Ihelp a chopper land,
it puts me on cloudL!llll!;:..
1

"A few years ago, I wasn't doing anything with my life, and I didn't like it. I had no goals.
I needed a purpose, and the Army is where I found one.
•
·
"I knew the Army's air traffic control training wouldn't be easy, but after having gone
through basic, I just looked upon it as another challenge to meet. The Army isn't only about building
up your muscles-it builds up your self-confidence, too.
.
"Now I enjoy having goals and responsibilities, because the Army's taught me to handle
them. Is it any wonder I feel I can touch the sky?"
The training and room for growth the Army offers could
be the best way to get your future off the ground. See your
local _Army Recruiter, or c~ toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
I~
•

ARMY.
BE ALL~ou CAN. BE
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Watch For
The ~ROUD LADY

su lliVan ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pennsylvania, as its seventh pastor. Under
his leadership Zion has become the largest
church in Philadelphia-Black or White.

" OIC operations are
essentially the work of the
C hristian Churc h ... "
- .(gon Sullivan

This is the 1dent1f1calion symbol on the package of every
fine hair ca re and beauty aid product manufactured by
a leading Black-owned company. Not only does it tell
us that the excellent produ<:ts are made pnmanly for
our unique needs. but also ,t lets us know that when
we spend our dollars for these products. those dollars
go much further in terms of " community-bu,lding" for
us lhan generally 1s possible any other way.
Additionally. almost all AOIP-cooperating organizations
have agreed to pnority support for these and other
deserving Black-owned businesses. nationally and
locally. Since ii has been so difficult to 1den11fy these
products of Black-owned manufacturers in the past,
their trade association-the American Health and
Beauty Aids Institute IAHBAl)-developed lhis "'Proud
Lady" symbol for your convenience.
So whenever you feel the need to buy the finest products made pnmarily for our unique needs. look for the
.. Proud Lady"' on the package. 1: helps you and helps
build Black America. Some of these products are as
~ OWE

.

1. Alaion Products

Fulla Wave

•

f•erlastlng Curl
2. Amer. Beauty Products
American Baauty
Donnie ·s Rejuvenation
Black Magic
3 . Bronner Brothers
Cosmopo/l~n Curl

Bronner Brothers
4 . A. W . Curtis Labs
Curtis Rubbing 011
Curtis Hair & Skin
C.. Products
5 . Dudley Products Co.
Dudley's Hair & Scalp
Conditioner Plus
Vi tamins A. D & E
Dudley's Scalp & Skin
Antls,,ptl c Condi tioner
Dudley's Hair Rebullder
Dudley's Placenta & Panthenol Cond. Packets
6. Ellis & Sons Co.
Good Fred
Handsome Dude
My Johnnies
7. Hair1o• Company
Capital Curl
Curly C.,e
Alla-Perm
Root
8. J .M. Products. Inc.
Style C,est
/sop/us
Another Kurt
Pineapple Wa•e
9. Johnson Products Co.
Ultra Sheen
Gentle Treatment

Classy Curl
P,ecise (and others)

1o. Kelly Chemical Co.
Gent/lie Ci ty Lites ·
Gentille Relaxer
Gent/Ila Ouadn,bom
Conditioner

11. L & M Products
Spring Curl
Spri ng Perm
.. The Ju ice "
Mr. Puff
12. Luster Products Co.
Luster's Oil Moisturizer
Hair Lotion
S-Curl Products
Designer Touc;h Profas•
sional Salon Products
13 . M & M Products
Sl.>-Sof-Fro
Sol• 'N-Free
Moxie
Curly Perm

14. Madame C.J . Walker
Manulact11rtng Co.
Madame C.J. Walker Hair
& Skin C.re Products
15. Pro-Li ne Corp .
Pro-Li ne
Curly Kit
Kiddi e Ki l
Kiddie Kare
Perm Repair
Players
Soft & Beauti ful

care products
17. Soft Sheen Products
Soft Sheen Hair & Scalp
Conditioner
Care Free Curl
Miss Cool hair products
18. W & W Pharmeceu1icals
/C-ceplion 3 N I Acli•ator.
Moi sturizer & Cond.
19. Worlds of Curls
Worlds ot Curls Products
Blue Satin Condi tioning
Creme Relaxer System
Slmply Satin Cosmetics
Highlights Transpa,ent
Gel Colours

Condi tion

Thrs community- building message 1s brought to you by
!he-Black Business and Professional Support and In volvement Comm itteee of the national Assault On 11.
literacy Program (AOIP). Shop 1n the stores where lhe
" Proud Lady" symbol 1s displayed.

~~

FrJnkie G illettt>

Evelyn P::)
Co-Ch,1i rpe r~< >n,
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His children-Howard, Julie and
Hope- afford him the additional strength
and fortitude he needs and will continue
to need in times like these. This mutual
devotion which has been established is
evidenced by the fact that he has been able,
literally , to move mountains , not only in
the City of Philadelphia, but also in other
parts of this nation and the world.

Businesses began calling for Black
stenographers , key punch operators,
clerical workers and and various technical
positions. Sullivan appealed to the churches for help in filling these openings. Thy
people came, but they didn't have the skills
to fill the positions. The first Opportunities
Industrialization Center (OIC) was born to
supply the needed skills.
With the help of Zion officers and
members and other Black church members
and a $4,000 mortgage on his own house,
Sullivan founded the first OIC in an abandoned jailhouse in North Philadelphia.

• ' OIC operations are essentially the
work of the Christian Church ," Rev .
Sullivan says. "They represent for me the
translation of my ministry into concrete
living terms . The inspiration for the work
came out of the Bible, and this motivation
for doing the things done have come out
of the desire-perhaps from the bedside of
,_a dying grandmother-to do something to
help African Americans to rise . "
Through its programs, OIC has provided
recruitment, training, job placement and
employment services (" Find them, Train.
them and Place them'') to the chronically
unemployed, underemployed and unskilled ·
for more than 20 years . Over 900,000 persons have been trained with a placement
rate of better than 75 percent in full-time
positions, earning approximately $6 billion
a year and paying more than $500 million
in taxes.
Today, OIC has 87 active affiliates

Sullivan: The M over

SU
LIN

AN fuund an enlightened and
dedicated lay leadership at Zion Baptist
Church. The officers and members gave
him the support necessary to build an
effective community ministry. With their
help and encouragement, the new pastor
began to carry his ministry beyond the
walls of Zion out into the streets where the
real problems and challenges were.

First a youth empoloyment office was
opened in the basement of the church.
Sullivan asked Rev. Thomas Ritter to serve
as his field representative in developing an
employment program. Ritter, Sullivan
says, is a " man of unparalleled integrity
and one of the finest administrators in
America."

16. Sir Charles, Inc .
Sir Charles · line of hair
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The success of Dr. Sullivan's ministry
can be attributed to his indomitable faith
in God and to the Jove, understanding and
support of his wife, Grace. He says that
she is his •'major confidante and chief and
most objective critic. "

Black Philadelphia ministers to inaugurate
a "selective patronage" boycott against
White businesses that discriminated against
Blacks. The boycott lasted three years and
finally forced the Chamber of Commerce
and 300 business owners to pledge to hire
Black unemployed people and to adopt a
" fair employment" policy.

(Continued from Page 4

Rev . Sullivan sent personal lettecs to the
top executives of 300 of the largest firms
in Philadelphia asking them to grant interviews to Black applicants for jobs; 50
replied; 12 invited him to send applicants;
only 5 hired any Black referrals.
Every movement of significant proportions to survive in the Black community
has had its roots in the Black Church.
From Zion's pulpit that next Sunday morning , a program was launched that was to
change private industry's employment
practices for Black people all across
America.
When linked together, Black churches
fonn the most formidable network of community and cooperative power among
Black people in the entire nation. Outraged
by the lack of response from the business
establishment, Sullivan called upon the 400

Rev . Thomas Ritter and Rev. Cecil
Gallup, pastor of the Holy Trinity Baptist
Church, were Rev . Sullivan's closest
associates in the develoP.ment of the first
OIC. Both of these men are still active in
the program.

engaged in a variety of programs which
impact upon disadvantaged Americans.
These programs go beyond employment
training to include alternative educational
-Systems and community economic
development.

An especially unique characteristic
within OIC is that occupational skills training alone is not sufficient to assist the most
severely disadvantaged. A range of conditions such as lack of education, experience and knowledge of the world of
work, family, health and legal problems
can often be additional barriers to those
seeking productive careers. This range of
needs led OIC tp develop and implement
the "comprehensive services model ,"
which assists in developing life-coping
skills as well as occupational skills .
Through the comprehensive . service
model , equal emphasis is placed on an individual's motivational and self-worth concept. In other words, OIC is structured
with as much emphasis on attitude as on
skill. Sullivan believed that more important than skilled hands was what individuals had in their hearts and heads.

Centers have been established in Ghana,
Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, Gambia, Liberia,
Lesotho and Togo in Africa. Centers
presently are being developed in London,
England.

Htn·t' .w~, ~frt•n ,o O/C ?

The problem of unemployment,
especially in the Black community, is yet
with us. The theme of OIC of America's
1986 Annual Convocation, "OIC: Opportunity and Hope for the Unemployed,"
emphasizes the' continuing nature of this
predicament. Rev. Sullivan reiterated this
message when he said:
The number one problem in our cities today is the need for jobs. Our people in our
inner cities, in particular our Black youth ,
need jobs and training. Today , there is a
whole new mechanized language that we

(Continued on Page 10)
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List of Sign~tory Comp~nies by Rating Category
The Ninth Report on the Signatory Companies to the Sullivan Principles (October 25, 1985)
presented the following list of signatory companies by rating category.
Category I. Making Good Progress

American Cyanamid Company*
American Home Products Corporation
Borden, Inc.
Burroughs Corporation
Celanese Corporation
Citicorp
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Control Data Corporation
Eastman Kodak Company
Exxon Corporation
FMC Corporation
Fluor Corporation
General Motors Corporation
The Gillette Company**
Hewlett-Packard Company
Honeywell Incorporated
IBM
Johnson & Johnson
Kellogg Company
Eli Lilly and Company
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Mobil Oil Corporation
Monsanto Company
Norton Company
Olin Corporation
Pfizer, Incorporated
R.J. Reynolds Industries, Inc.
[Del Monte Corp.]
Smith Kline Beckman Corporation
Sperry Corporation
Union Carbide Corporation
Warner Communications, Inc .
Xerox Corporation
Category Il. Making Progress

Abbott Laboratories
American Hospital Supply Corporation**
American International Group, Inc.
Armco, Inc.*
Baltimore Aircoil Co ., Inc.**
Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc .
Bristol-Myers Company
Butterick Company, Inc.
CBS, Inc.
CIGNA Corporation
CPC International Inc .
Caltex Petroleum Corporation
Carnation Company

Catepillar Tractor Co.
The Chase Manhattan Corporation
The Coca-Cola Company
Cooper Industries, Inc .
Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
Dart & Kraft, Inc.
Deer & Company
The Dow Chemical Co.
Dow Coming Corporation*
Dresser Industries, Inc.
E.I. DuPont Nemours Company
Federal-Mogul Corporation
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
W.R. Grace & Company
Heller International Corporation*
International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
IT & T Corp . .
J. Walter Thompson Group, Inc.
Joy Manufacturing Company
Marsh & McLennan Companies
Marriott Corporation
Masonite Corporation
Merck & Company, Inc.
Motorola, Incorporated
NCNB Corporation
NCR Corporation
Otis Elevator Co.
The Parker Pen Company
Pennwalt Corporation*
Phibro-Salomon Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Company
Raytheon Co.
Readers Digest Association, Inc.
Rexnord, Incorporated
R .J . Reynolds Industries, Inc.
[Kentucky Fried Chicken International]
fNabisco Brands, Incorporated]
Richardson-Vicks, Incorporated
Rohm and Haas Company
Schering-Plough Corporation
Squibb Corporation
The Standard Oil Company (Ohio)
The Stanley Works
Sterling Drug Inc.
Tambrands, Inc.
Time, Inc.
United Technologies Packard (Pty) Ltd.
The Upjohn Company

W amer-Lambert Company
Westinghouse Electric Corporation*
Category m. Needs to Become
More Active

Ashland Oil, Inc.
Borg-Warner Corporation
Carrier Corporation
J.I. Case Corporation
Dominion Textile, Inc.
Donaldson Company, Inc .
Eaton Corporation
Ferro Corporation
Foster Wheeler Corporation
Hoover Company
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Mine Safety Appliances Company
Nalco Chemical Company
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Wilbur-Ellis Company
Category IV. Endorsers With No
Employees and No Equity

American Express Company
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
Englehard Corporation
GenCorp Inc. (formerly The General Tire
& Rubber Company)
Pepsico, Inc.
RockwelJ International Corporation
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
Transworld Corporation
Category V. New Signatories

Air Products and Chemicals, inc.
Alexander and Alexander Services, Inc .
AIJegheny International, Inc.
Amdahl Corporation
American Airlines, Inc.
American Brands, Inc.
· American Standard Inc.
Avery International, Inc.
Bausch & Lomb, Inc.
Becor Western, Inc. (formerly BucyrusErie Co.)
Bell & Howell Company
The Black and Decker Manufacturing Co.
Carlton Paper Corp. Limited

Champion Spark Plug Company
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Coulter Electronics, Inc.
Crown Cork and Seal Company, Inc.
Dukane Corporation
Emery Air Freight Corporation
Emhart Corporation
Foote, Cone & Belding Communications
Ford Motor Company***
GATX Corporation
GTE Corporation
Gelco CTI Container Corporation
General Signal Corporation
Grolier International, Inc.
Harnischfeger Corporation
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Intergraph Corporation
International Correspondence Schools Inc.
International Playtex, inc .
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
Leco Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation
Loctite Corporation
MacmilJan, Inc.
Martin Marietta Corporation
Medtronic, inc.
Midland-Ross Corporation
Millipore Corporation
J.P. Morgan ·& Co., Incorporated
The Ogilvy Group, Inc.
Owens-Illinois, Inc.
Pan American World Airways, Inc.
Revlon, Inc.
A .H. Robins Company, Inc.
Joseph E. Seagrams & Sons, Inc .
G.D. Searle and Company
Simplicity Patterns Co., Inc.
The Singer company
Skok Systems Incorporated
The Stanley Works
Stone & Webster Engineering Services,
Inc.
Tokheim Corporation
Twin Disc, Inc.
VF Corporation
Video Vision Enterprises (Pty) Ltd.
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
The Washington Times
Wilson Learning Corporation

*Based on Short-Form Reporting
** New Signatory
***Ownership transferred to minority position in new South African Company, SAMCOR .

Buy from adwrrisers that support afrtt Black pras.
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Sullivan ............................................ ~ .......... .
never knew before, such things as computers, sensors, lasers, microchips, robotics
and so on. If we are to survive, we will need
skills to become a part of th is new mechaniz.ed world; otherwise the unemployment lines
will grow longer, the welfare rolls larger and
the deficits of the U.S. government bigger.

for the national economy continues to improve, yet the economic pHght of the disadvantaged communities still lags far behind
the national average. For some things might
be better, but for too many things have not
changed. Obviously, we are experiencing a
period unlike any in recent history. And just

If America want to help solve the budget
deficit problem, America should work
towards taking people off welfare and putting them in training programs like OIC so
they can become skilled workers and
economic contributors to society. We are
constantly being told that the overall outlook

Halston 11 l"'"Oiamonds'.'
The Jewels of our collection.

But all that glitters is not "Diamonds."
At JCPenney, you'll find a wealth of beautifully
coordinated bedroom fashions, ranging from
the bold and contemporary to the romantic and
fanciful to the very traditional.
Halston Ill™ "Diamonds" twin -size:
Comforter $80, sheets $11.99. Sham $35.

(Continued from Page BJ

as obviously, it is incumbent upon us to
"reach out" and assist every American who
walks through the doors of our national network of skills training centers across this
land. This is our reason for being.

Next on Rev. Leon Sullivan's agenda for
changing the cries in the streets from
"Burn, baby, bum" to "Build, brother,
build" was a powerful example of controlled economic power called the I0- 36
Plan. He asked the members of Zion Baptist Church to contribute an average of$ I0
a month for 36 months to launch a grand
project, a profit-making component that
would involve manufacturing, residential
and commercial development and the
granting of loans to small businesses.
The result of this experiment was Progress Investments Associates (PIA), whose
building company developed a number of
businesses, among them, the first large
aerospace company owned by Blacks in
America. Scores of present Black
manufacturers and owners of businesses
throughout America received their start
with the help of PIA.
PIA 's shareholders are mostly members
of Zion Baptist Church who have contributed over $2 million in seed money to
launch this expe~iment in capitalism. At
first there were 50 contributors, then 200,
then 600, then 4,200. About $160 of every
$360 was channelled into one of the nonprofit ventures, including housing for
families with low and moderate incomes
and loan to small businesses.
PIA 's real estate holdings include Proggress Enterprises, Inc., which owns
several business facilities, and OICVentures, Inc., which owns the office
building on North Broad Street which
houses OIC's Philadelphia office, a bank
and city and state offices.
PIA 's other real estate developments include Progress Plaza, a fully-occupied,
highly profitable North Philadelphia shopping center. Progress Plaza is the largest
Black-owned and operated shopping center
in America. There is also the Progress
Haddington Shopping Center in West
Philadelphia.
The first success harvested by the
I 0- 36 Plan was the 96-unit Zion Gardens
Apartments, the first of its kind in the East.
PIA' s other housing developments include
the 115-unit Mill Creek Townhouse
Development in West Philadelphia, Opportunities Tower, one of the finest housing complexes for senior citizens in the
city, I 55 rehabilitated units at scattered
sites in West and Southwest Philadelphia
and some I 00 rowhouses that were acquired from the city, rehabilitated and
resold.
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$6-million building, located near Progress
Plaza in the heart of Philadelphia. It provides multiple social, health and human
services to residents of the community .

Sullivan: The Shaker
' ' ~ Y involvemen~ in the struggle against apartheid was predictable.
Throughout my adult life I have engaged
in attempts to promote the dignity and
rights of the oppressed. Accordingly, ... when [as the first Black member
of the Board of Directors] I advocated that
General Motors withdraw from South
Africa [on account of that nation's apartheid policies], it was only in the context
of years of personal struggle for human
liberation."
Thus, Rev. Leon Sullivan explains the
evolution in his thinking and activism that
gave birth to the Sullivan Principles. After
a 24-months ·lobbying crusade, on March
1, 1977, the initial Statement of Prindples
was signed by 12 major American companies. Today, over I00 companies are
signatories to the Principles.

Statement of Principles
1. Nonsegregation of the races in all
comfort, locker rooms and work facilities.

2. Equal and fair employment practices for
all employees.

3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal
or comparable work for the same period
of time.
4. Initiation and development of training
programs that will prepare Blacks, Coloureds and Asians in substantial numbers
for supervisory, administrative, clerical
and technical jobs.
5. Increasing the number of Blacks, Coloureds and Asians in management and
supervisory positions.
6. Improving the quality of employees'
lives outside the work environment in such
areas as housing, transportation, schooling, recreation and health facilities.
The Sullivan Principles have been criticized as being too weak or too stringent.
Some say Sullivan himself is out of touch
with the current situation in South Africa.
Sullivan is well aware of these criticisms.
He is satisfied neither with the pace nor
the breadth of progress. To these critics,
he says:
I have attempted to make it clear from the
beginning that the principles are not the total
solution to the South African problem, and
that even if they were implemented to the
optimum, the principles alone could not end
apartheid. Apartheid is a ruthless, inhumane

system of practices and laws deeply embedded in the world's most racist society, and
in order for apartheid to be completely
eradicated, it requires the combined efforts
of many forces, including governments,
companies, churches, unions, the United
Nations, those who believe in justice within
the country, and world public opinion. But
it is my firm opinion that the multinational
corporations have a major role to play. In
the past, they have been the main
beneficiaries of cheap labor and profits from
this evjl and unjust system and among its
main supporters. It should be the responsibility of these companies to help change
that system. Otherwise, they have no moral
justification for remaining in South Africa
and should be compelled to leave the
country.
Though limited, progress has been made
during the eight years that the Principles
have been in force. In I 977, Blacks were
not even legally considered "employees"
in South Africa. Some significant changes
can be noted:
• Throughout South Africa, plants
are being desegregated despite the laws.
• Blacks and other non-Whites are
being upgraded, for the first time, to administrative and supervisory positions.
• Blacks are supervising Whites for
the first time.
• Blacks and non-Whites are being
trained for skilled jobs in everincreasing numbers .
• Black representative registered and
unregistered trade unions are now
beginning to be recognized.
• Technical schools training Blacks
and other non-Whites are being built.
• Black businesses, in increasing
numbers, are being initiated.
• Equal pay for equal work is beginning to be instituted.
• Companies are beginning to improve
the quality of life fur Blacks and other
non-Whites outside the workplace: in
housing, ~ealth care and education.
• For the first time , some company
executives are beginning to lobby for
an end to all racial discriminatory laws
and the apartheid system.
Before November 1984, the Principles
concentrated mainly on relatively smallscale social and economic issues. On that
date, however, corporate signatories were
instructed to "proceed immediately to take
action to":
• Support changes in influx control laws
to provide for the right of Black immigrant
workers to normal family life;
,

• Support unrestricted right of Black
businesses to locate in ur~an areas;

• Influence other companies in South
Africa to follow the standards of equal
rights principles;
• Support the ending of all apartheid
laws.

In a recent interview, Sullivan revealed
that he had put Corporate · America on
notice. He said:
•'On May 2nd, I put Corporate America
on notice .... If apartheid is not abolished in
actuality, all foreign corporations should
leave the country. This should be followed
by a total ban on all imports and exports.
If, however, everyone redoubles his efforts
now-governments, chu_rches, unions, and
companies- a new country can emerge. I
think it's even possible that within five years
blacks will hold high positions in the central South African government. Oh, you 'II
still have much unrest, with many people
killed, and large destruction of property, and
dissent in the black community, and
resistance from right-wing whites, and conflict among white South African liberals.
Whatever happens, South Africa's in for a
great deal of disorder and upheaval. You
can't expect a three-hundred-year condition
to change overnight. One of the biggest
things to be contended with, I'm afraid , is
the whites' fear of the blacks.
We're going to have to develop confidence in everybody that what must be done
can be done. If not, there'll be increasing
polarization, and armed resistance, and the
start of a race war that, as I've said, could

Al'C" .t'Ou SrtfJJXJrtinx :11011r Con11.l'eil·ionul Black Ca11<·1u a11d othtr /;J,rration efforts.'

engulf all of Africa and much of the rest of
the Western world . I think that the majority of the white community of South Africa
would rather see non-violent change than
armed struggle. And, believe you me, those
are tfte only alternatives.

A Giant for Our Time

IF

it were not for Dr. Leon Sullivan's
roaring, yet rhythmic voice of reason
among our then-reticent Black leaders, the
unusual coalition of well over 80 national
Black-led community-building organizations known as the national Assault On Illiteracy Program (AOIP) might never have
become a reality with its "affectiveoriented" or c:ommunity-building approach
to literacy enhancement.
Thanks to Dr. Sullivan's encouragement, Black Americans have begun working far more earnestly and productively
together in new community-building ways
for the uplifting of our people, our communities and our nation as a whole .
Because of this man (and many, many
others) "wonderful things and unexpected
things" are happening and will continue
to happen for us all.
In the Rev. Dr. Leon Howard Sullivan,
Black America has truly fashioned a giant
for our time. He is indeed a "master
builder for all mankind."
D
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Ouining Smoking
Now Greatly Red~ces Serious Risks to Your Health.

